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Introduction

Novelists, historians, and others often ask librarians in the Local History and Genealogy Reading Room to help them find sources that describe the details of daily living for all Americans or for specific groups, e.g. Irish immigrants, or for a specific place, e.g. New York City, at a particular period in the nation’s history. This bibliography, organized by subject, lists works from the Library of Congress general collections which provide such information. Researchers may also use the Library of Congress’ online catalog at http://catalog.loc.gov/ and the catalogs of other libraries to locate such books by using Library of Congress subject headings.

A subject heading is a word or phrase used in the catalog’s “Basic Search” under “subject browse” that allows you to find all the library’s books on that subject. Go to the Library’s online catalog and click on “Basic Search.” Then highlight “subject browse.” Type any Library of Congress subject heading into the “search text” space at the top. The following list gives some of the most fruitful headings:

- United States–Social conditions
- Women immigrants–United States–Social conditions
- United States–Emigration and immigration
- Immigrants–United States–Social conditions
- Immigrants–United States–Social life and customs

When the researcher types in a broad subject such as “United States–Social conditions,” the catalog will give many sub-headings, allowing a choice of type and often of place. The researcher may substitute other places, such as “California–Social conditions.”

This flexible pairing of “subject heading” and “sub-heading” means that each time a “subject heading” is typed in, the catalog will automatically add all of the “sub-headings.”

Any immigrant group can be searched as a subject, such as

- Norwegian Americans
- Chinese Americans
- Dutch Americans.

Particularly fruitful sub-headings for these—to show aspects of daily life—are

- Biography
- History
- Social conditions
- Diaries
- Letters
- Personal narratives
EXAMPLES:

Irish Americans–Social conditions

Chinese Americans–Biography

Drinking customs–United States

The Library of Congress Subject Headings are available as a set of bound volumes in most U.S. public and academic libraries. They can also be searched on the Library of Congress Authorities website at http://authorities.loc.gov/.

**Colonial America**

Alderman, Clifford Lindsey.


vi, 184 p. : 21 cm.

Bibliography: p. 177-180.

Includes index.

Summary: Examines the origin, working conditions, and eventual fate of indentured servants in America in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

lcac

ISBN 0-02-700220-9 : $5.95


HD4875.U5A66

Beall, Otho T.


Reprinted from volume 63 of the Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society.

(OCoLC)14661612


[DNLM: W1 JO163 v.5 1954]

F67.M4218

Booth, Sally Smith.


xii, 238 p. illus. 26 cm.

96 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm. (American albums from the collections of the Library of Congress)
"Created in association with Media Projects Incorporated"–T.p. verso.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 94) and index.
Summary: Describes and illustrates daily life in colonial America through a variety of images produced at the time.
lac
E162.D15 1991


144 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 29 cm. (Journeys into the past)
Includes index.
ISBN 0-89577-497-6
1. United States–Social life and customs–To 1775. I. Media Projects Incorporated. II. Series: Journeys into the past.
E162.D16 1993

Dean, Ruth, 1947-


96 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. (The way people live)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 87-89) and index.
Summary: Discusses the day-to-day aspects of country and city life in the American colonies for a variety of people including members of different professions, specific immigrant groups, and slaves.
lac
ISBN 1-56006-376-9 (lib. bdg.)
E162.D39 1999

Dosier, Susan.


32 p. : col. ill. ; 21 x 26 cm. (Exploring history through simple recipes)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 30-31) and index.
Summary: Discusses everyday life, family roles, cooking methods, most important foods, and celebrations of the colonial period in American history. Includes recipes and sidebars.
Estes, J. Worth, 1934-

xvi, 291 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-87451-173-9 : $15.00
R154.J27E83

Fisher, Leonard Everett.

44 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Colonial craftsmen)
Includes index.
Summary: Describes the advent of the wig as a fashion necessity in France and England, illustrates popular styles of eighteenth-century wigs, and explains the colonial wigmaker's technique in construction and care of the wig.
(OCoLC)ocm41572544  pcc lca c
TT975.F58 2000

Friedenberg, Zachary.

xi, 259 p. : ill. : 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [233]-254) and index.
pcc
ISBN 1-887750-93-2 (pbk.)
R152.F755 1998
Ichord, Loretta Frances.  
63 p. : col. ill. ; 25 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 60-61) and index.  
Summary: Presents colonial food preparation with a look at the influences of available ingredients, cooking methods, and equipment. Includes recipes and appendix of classroom cooking directions.  
 lcac  
 ISBN 0-7613-0369-3  
TX715.I224 1998

Isaacs, Sally Senzell, 1950-  
32 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 27 cm. (Picture the past)  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 31) and index.  
Summary: Reveals the lives of the people who set up the first colonies in the United States, discussing their homes and shelter, food, clothes, schools, communications, and everyday activities.  
 lcac  
 ISBN 1-57572-312-3 (library binding)  
E162.I83 2001

Kalman, Bobbie, 1947-  
32 p. : col. ill. : 28 cm. (Historic communities)  
Includes index.  
Summary: This book describes the homes, customs, and habits of seventeenth and eighteenth century North American settlers.  
 lcac  
E162.K19897 2001
Knight, James E.

32 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Adventures in colonial America)

Summary: A night watchman who is also the town crier in colonial Philadelphia talks about the daily life in the city, its leading citizens, and important landmarks as he shows a visitor to Chestnut Street.

Larkin, Tanya.


24 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 x 26 cm. (Cooking throughout American history)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24) and index.

Summary: Describes the life of Thomas Jefferson at Monticello, in Paris, and at the White House, focusing on his love of good food. Includes recipes for several of his favorite dishes.

Lizon, Karen Helene.


111 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Colonial America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 105-107) and index.

Summary: Surveys the different holidays celebrated throughout the year by the early settlers in America and describes some of the various activities, sports, and toys with which they amused themselves.

9
Krebs, Laurie.
24 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 19 cm. (The library of living and working in colonial times)
Includes index.
Isbn 0-8239-6227-X (lib bdg)
HD8039.S52U55 2003

Marcus, Jacob Rader, 1896-
3 v. (xxiv, 1650 p.) illus., ports. 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0-8143-1403-1

Mitchell, Patricia (Patricia B.)
37 p. ; 22 cm. (Patricia B. Mitchell foodways publications)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 35-37).
TX739.2.C45M58 1991

Mitchell, Patricia (Patricia B.)
37 p. ; 22 cm. (Patricia B. Mitchell foodways publications)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 32-37).
TX406.M57 1997

Purvis, Thomas L., 1949-
xxv, 381 p. : ill., maps ; 29 cm. (Almanacs of American life) ([Facts on File library of American history])
Series statement from jacket.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Perl, Lila.


125 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
"A Clarion book."
Includes index.
Summary: Examines the diets and culinary innovations of the American colonists and gives thirteen colonial recipes, including succotash, snickerdoodles, and spoon bread.

lcac
ISBN 0-8164-3152-3 : $7.95
TX715.P469

Raskin, Joseph.


126 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Summary: Eight accounts retold from historical sources of indentured servants in colonial America, including children who were kidnapped and sold into servitude, a girl who indentured herself, and a student indentured as punishment for stealing library books.

lcac
HD4875.U5R37

Rush, Benjamin, 1746-1813.

Sermons to gentlemen upon temperance and exercise ... Philadelphia: Printed by John Dunlap, in Makket [!] -Street, 1772.

44 p. 18 cm.
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
References: Evans 12547
LC Copy/Issue: AC901.H3 vol. 45, no. 4  Copy 3.
Microfilm 86/7164 (RA)
Stevens, Bernardine S.  
128 p. : ill., map : 24 cm. (Colonial America)  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 116-122) and index.  
Summary: Describes the training and work of such craftspeople as carpenters, masons, silversmiths, wigmakers, and leatherworkers living in the American colonies.  
lcac  
ISBN 0-531-12536-X  
T23.S75 1993  

Terkel, Susan Neiburg.  
111 p. : ill. : 24 cm. (Colonial America)  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 104-106) and index.  
Summary: Examines the health risks in the American colonies during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and looks at the questionable, and even dangerous, treatments and remedies available at the time.  
lcac  
ISBN 0-531-12539-4  
R151.T43 1993  

Washburne, Carolyn Kott.  
80 p. : ill. (some col.) : 26 cm. (Perspectives)  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 78) and index.  
Summary: Describes colonial history from the point of view of minorities and women.  
lcac  
ISBN 1-85435-657-7 : $18.95  
E188.W335 1994  

Wilson, Renate, 1930-  
xiv, 258 p. : ill. : 24 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. [223]-250) and index.  
pcc  

13
Farm and Frontier

Alter, Judy, 1938-

64 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 23 cm. (A First book)
Bibliography: p. 61.
Includes index.
Summary: Examines the various roles of women in the Old West, describing the living conditions and opportunities available to those women who broke the stereotypical picture of the tired settler's wife.

American heritage.

Indians and the Old West; the story of the first Americans. Adapted from the pages of American heritage, the magazine of history, by Anne Terry White. New York, Simon and Schuster, c1958
56 p. illus. 21 cm. (The Golden library of knowledge)
(ISBN 0-671-6243)
(OCoLC)1304134 premarc
1. Frontier and pioneer life--West (U.S.) 2. Indians of North America--West (U.S.) I. White, Anne Terry, ed. II. Title.

Bethard, Wayne.

xvi, 239 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 227-231) and index.
(pcc
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip049/2003021820.html

14
Blackwood, Gary L.
111 p. : ill., maps : 24 cm. (The way people live)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 100-102) and index.
Summary: Describes how people traveling on the Oregon Trail lived, discussing their reasons for going west, modes of transportation, interaction with the Indians, and activities on the Trail.
lcac

Bryant, Jill.
24 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 27 cm. (Real life stories)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 20) and index.
Summary: Briefly explores what it was like to travel across the country by wagon train, including first-hand accounts about such things as cooking on the trail and dangers to be faced.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
lcac
ISBN 1-59036-082-6 (Library Bound : alk. paper)

Chuinard, Eldon G.
444 p. : ill. ; 25 cm. (Western frontiersman series ; 19)
Bibliography: p. [423]-434.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-87062-128-9 : $29.00

Clement, Richard W., 1951-
139 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 127-132) and index.
Contents: The first frontier – To the Mississippi and beyond – Across the great American desert – The last frontier – The frontier in books.
Z473.C59 2003

Dallas, Sandra.
No more than five in a bed: Colorado hotels in the old days.  [1st ed.]  Norman, University of Oklahoma Press [1967]
xiv, 208 p.  illus., map.  23 cm.
Bibliography: p. 196-199.
(OCoLC)965720 premarc
1. Hotels–Colorado.  I. Title.
GT3810.C6D3

Danbom, David B., 1947-
xii, 306 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.  (Revisiting rural America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [271]-296) and index.
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/94042020.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/94042020.html
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0a2u2-aa
E179.D25 1995

Demlinger, Sandor.
175, [1] p. : chiefly ill., maps ; 22 x 28 cm.
Included bibliographical references (p. [176]).
I. Title.  II. Series: Schiffer Pub. ; 175.
F596.D46 2005
Includes bibliographical references (p. 789-807) and index.
ISBN 0-87436-842-1 (acid-free paper)

Erdosh, George, 1935-
24 p. : ill. (some col.) : 21 x 26 cm. (Cooking throughout American history)
Includes index.
Summary: Combines the story of the pioneers with recipes and the history of food from the opening and development of the American West.
Spine title: Westward expansion
Icuc
ISBN 0-8239-5115-4
TX715.E666 1997

Erickson, Paul.
p. cm.
ISBN 0-14-056212-5 (pbk.)
I. Title.
9705 BOOK NOT YET IN LC

Faragher, John Mack, 1945-
xiii, 281 p. : map ; 25 cm. (Yale historical publications: Miscellany : 121)
Includes index.
ISBN 0-300-02267-0
HQ553.F37
Fuerst, Jeffrey B.
24 p. : ill. (some col.), maps : 20 cm. (Book treks)
Reading grade level: "Book 4-1"–Cover.
(OCoLC)ocm51584977 lcac lcopycat
ISBN 0-673-61742-4
F596.F9 2002

Greenberg, David Benjamin, 1892-1968, comp.
Land that our fathers plowed; the settlement of our country as told by the pioneers themselves and their contemporaries. Compiled and edited by David B. Greenberg.  [1st ed.] Norman, University of Oklahoma Press [1969]
  xvi, 259 p.  23 cm.
S521.G83

  74 p. : ill. ;  23 cm. (The Nordland Heritage Foundation series)
Includes bibliographies.
(OCoLC)20652865 lcopycat
ISBN 0-9615558-3-1
F596.G885 1989

Heard, J. Norman (Joseph Norman), 1922-
  5 v. :  23 cm. (Native American resources series ; no. 1)
Includes bibliographical references.
Hicks, Peter, 1952-
You wouldn't want to live in a Wild West town! : dust you'd rather not settle / written by Peter Hicks ; illustrated by David Antram ; created and designed by David Salariya. New York : F. Watts, c2002.
32 p. : col. ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes index.
Summary: Looks through the eyes of the fictional marshal of an imaginary town called Dustville to show what life was like on the Great Plains just after the Civil War.
(DLC) 2002024502 lcac
F596.H58 2002

Josephson, Judith Pinkerton.
64 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 27 cm. (Our America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 63) and index.
Summary: Describes what life was like for young people moving to and living on the western frontier.
lcac
F596.J63 2003

Kalman, Bobbie, 1947-
32 p. : col. ill. : 28 cm. (Historic communities)
Includes index.
pcc lcac
Karolevitz, Robert F.


192 p. illus., facsimils., ports. 28 cm.

R152.K36

Katz, William Loren.


x, 181 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Adaptation of the author's The Black West.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [175]-176) and index.

E185.925.K36 1992

Laycock, George.


113 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Summary: Describes the living conditions, homes, clothes, and recreation of early Western settlers.

ISBN 0-679-20684-1

F596.L43

Leeper, David Rohrer, 1832-1900.


78 p. : col. ill., col. map ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 75-76) and index.
Summary: A young prospector describes his experiences traveling overland to the California gold fields and during the five years he spent digging for gold.
Lewis, Marvin, 1923-  
The mining frontier; contemporary accounts from the American West in the nineteenth century, collected and edited by Marvin Lewis. Norman, University of Oklahoma Press [1967]  
xxii, 231 p. illus. 23 cm.  
F591.L493 2001

Luchetti, Cathy, 1945-  
253 p.: ill. 24 x 28 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 227-241) and index.  
F596.L84 2001

Luchetti, Cathy, 1945-  
252 p.: ill. 24 x 28 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 231-238) and index.  
ISBN 0-393-05905-7  
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip049/2003020698.html  
F596.L85 2004
McMurry, Sally Ann, 1954-
Transforming rural life: dairying families and agricultural change, 1820-1885 / Sally McMurry.
xii, 291 p. : ill., map ; 24 cm. (Revisiting rural America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [237]-280) and index.
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/94012093.html
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0b1u6-aa
SF274.U6M38 1995

Phillips, David R., 1931-
viii, 232 p. illus. 35 cm.
1. Frontier and pioneer life--West (U.S.)--Pictorial works. 2. West (U.S.)--History--Pictorial works. I. Weinstein, Robert A. II. Title.
F596.P47

Press, Petra.
80 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 26 cm. (Perspectives)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 78) and index.
Summary: Describes the history of westward expansion from the point of view of minorities and women.
lcac
ISBN 1-85435-658-5 : $18.95
F591.P915 1994

Ravage, John W.
xxi, 224 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [203]-217) and index.
1. African American pioneers--West (U.S.)--History--Pictorial works. 2. Frontier and pioneer life--West (U.S.)--Pictorial works. 3. West (U.S.)--History--Pictorial works. I. Title.
E185.925.R38 1997
Raabe, Emily.

24 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 24 cm. (Reading power) (Westward ho!)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Summary: Details the lives of pioneers during the westward expansion of the early nineteenth century.
(DLC) 2002002928 lcac
ISBN 0-8239-6498-1 (lib. bdg.)
F594.R123 2003

Ritchie, David, 1952 Sept. 18-

104 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 98-99) and index.
lcac
ISBN 0-7910-2842-9
F596.R59 1996

Ricker, Eli Seavey, 1843-1926.

p. cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
pcc
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0511/2005012016.html
E76.8.R53 2005

[Sealsfield, Charles], 1793-1864.

Frontier life; or, Tales of the south-western border. Philadelphia, H. T. Coates & co. [189-?]
376 p. incl. front. 20 cm.
Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
Sherrow, Victoria.
78 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [73]-75) and index.
Summary: Surveys the history of husking bees, barn raisings, soap boilings, and other American work-play parties, in which people in colonial and pioneer days came together to help one another while having fun.
E162.S55 1992

Tilden, Freeman, 1883—
xi, 406, vii p. : illus., map, ports. : 26 cm.
1. Haynes, F. Jay (Frank Jay), 1853-1921. 2. Frontier and pioneer life—West (U.S.)—Pictorial works. 3. West (U.S.)—History—Pictorial works. I. Title.
TR140.H39T5

Van Steenwyk, Elizabeth.
144 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 135-138) and index.
R151.V36 1995

Vaught, David, 1958—
x, 280 p. : illus., maps : 24 cm. (Revisiting rural America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [193]-258) and index.
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/99030431.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu052/99030431.html
Cowboys and Ranchers

1xx, 385 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 18 cm. (The Lakeside classics ; [89])
Includes bibliographical references and index.
F596.A22 1991

Adams, Andy, 1859-1935.
xxi, 287 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-618-08348-0
Related electronic resource: Publisher's description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hm021/00046546.html
[Form/Genre (gsafd): 1. Western stories]
PS3501.D2152L6 2000

Adams, Andy, 1859-1935.
250 p. : illus., map. : 24 cm.
"[Includes] all the trail episodes, which comprised about three-quarters of the original book."
(OCNLC)1058410
II. Title: Log of a cowboy. III. Title.
[Form/Genre (gsafd): 1. Western stories]
PZ3.A21Tr

Atherton, Lewis Eldon.
Bibliography: p. [279]-298.
Includes index.
Baillargeon, Morgan.
x, 254 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 29 cm.
"Published in association with Canadian Museum of Civilization."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 244-245) and index.
ISBN 0-295-97728-0 (alk. paper)
E78.P7B35 1998

Bandel, Eugene, 1835-1889.
330 p. illus. 24 cm. (The Southwest historical series, 2)
Bandel's adventures as recorded in letters in German and a journal in English.
Includes bibliographical references.
F786.S752 vol. 2
[F593]

Campbell, John Martin, 1927-
xiv, 183 p. : ill. ; 23 x 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [181]-183).
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0d5g4-aa
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/cam022/2001042610.html
F596.C238 2002
Cano, Tony.
128 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 126-128).
ISBN 0-9639210-2-9
I. Sochat, Ann.  II. Title.
F596.C24 1997

Carrington, Ulrich Steindorff, 1888--
xxii, 211 p. 24 cm. (Bicentennial series in American studies, 2)
Contents: Charles Sealsfield; his life and times.--On fields unshorn.--A race on the Mississippi.--The making of an American.
(DLC) 74077736
ISBN 0-87074-143-8
PZ4.C3187Mak

Clayton, Lawrence, 1938--
xvii, 274 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (M.K. Brown range life series ; no. 20)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [249]-260) and index.
ISBN 0-292-71238-3 (alk. paper)
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/texas041/2001027992.html
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/texas041/2001027992.html
F596.C437 2001

Coolidge, Dane, 1873-1940.
Texas cowboys, with photographs by the author. New York, E.P. Dutton & co., inc. [c1937]
7, 11-162 p. front., plates, ports. 22 cm.
At head of title: By Dane Coolidge.
Account of cowboy life in the Cherrycow outfit on the San Carlos Indian reservation in Arizona twenty-eight years ago.
"First edition."
(OCoLC)1343766
1. Cowboys. 2. Ranch life. 3. San Carlos Indian Reservation (Ariz.) I. Title.
F596.C76
iv, 265 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-313-24216-X (lib. bdg.)
F596.D26 1983

Hall, Douglas Kent.
118 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
F596.H26 1984

Hassrick, Royal B.
144 p. : ill. (some col.), facsims., map, ports. (1 col.) ; 29 cm.
(GB74-22101)
Distributed in Australia by Rigby Limited, Adelaide.
Bibliography: p. 141.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-7064-0294-4 : $2.50
F596.H37

James, Will, 1892-1942.
xxi, 201 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Tumbleweed series)
F596.J28 1995

Jordan, E. L. (Emil Leopold), 1900-
America: glorious and chaotic land; Charles Sealsfield discovers the young United States. An account of our post-Revolutionary ancestors by a contemporary. Translated and adapted from the German original with introductions, notes, and an account of Sealsfield's life, by E. L. Jordan. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall [1969]
xii, 307 p. 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.

Kalman, Bobbie, 1947-
32 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 25 cm. (Life in the Old West)
Includes index.
Summary: Examines various aspects of life on cattle ranches in the nineteenth century, describing the reasons for becoming a rancher or a cowboy, the hard work involved, food and living arrangements, and more.
 lcac
SF197.5.K36 1999

Massey, Jim.
204, 10 leaves : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Cover title.
Includes index.
TX715.2.W47M36 1995

Morgenroth, Barbara.
54 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. (Get inside)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 51-54).
 lcac
IV. Series: Get inside.
F596.M683 1994

Pioneer days in the Southwest from 1850 to 1879; thrilling descriptions of buffalo hunting, Indian fighting and massacres, cowboy life and home building. Guthrie, Okla., The State capital company, 1909.
v. [7]-320 p. plates, ports. 21 cm.
Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
Rector, Ray, 1884-1933.
119 p.; ill.: 23 x 27 cm. (The Centennial series of the Association of Former Students, Texas A&M University; no. 12) ISBN 0-89096-131-X: $19.95
F387.R43 1982

Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919.
186 p.; ill.: 23 cm.
ISBN 1-885852-15-0
F596.R78 2000

Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919.
vii, 89 p.; ill.: 27 cm.
"Reprinted from Century magazine."
ISBN 0-87358-376-0
F596.R794 1985

Russell, Charles M. (Charles Marion), 1864-1926.
160 p.; illus. (part col.) facsims. 29 cm.
1. Ranch life—West (U.S.) I. Title.
F596.R92 1966
Ryan, Kathleen Jo, 1946-
293 p. : col. ill. ; 27 cm.
Includes index.
I. Title.
F596.R95 1989

Sealsfield, Charles, 1793-1864.
[Kajütenbuch. English]
Translation of Das Kajütenbuch.
[Form/Genre (gsafld): 1. Historical fiction.  2. Western stories.  3. War stories]
PT2516.S4K313 1985

[Sealsfield, Charles], 1793-1864.
2 p. l., 7-376 p. front., plates.  20 cm.
Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
PZ3.S4383F2

Sealsfield, Charles, 1793-1864.
[Das Kajütenbuch. English]
Life in Texas / by Seatsfield [sic] ; translated from the German by Ch. Fr. Mersch.  Philadelphia : Colon and Adriance, 1845.
3 v. : 21 cm.
Cover title.
Translation of: Das Kajütenbuch; published in 1844 under title, The cabin book, which appears in this edition as caption title.
(OCiLC)9742410
1. Texas–Fiction.  I. Mersch, Ch. Fr.  II. Title: The cabin book.  III. Title.
PZ3.S4383L
Smith, Erwin E. (Erwin Evans), 1886-1947, photographer.


27 photographic prints ; 13 x 18 cm. or smaller.

Subject: Photographs show cowboy life on ranches in Texas and Arizona. Includes cowboys breaking horses ("bronzos"); herding cattle; eating and socializing; reading mail on the range. Also, views of the ranch chuck wagon and a few photographs of Erwin Smith riding a horse.

No known restrictions on publication.

LOT title devised by Library staff. "Bar Diamond Bar Range," a reference to Smith's monogram, appears on the reverse of one photograph. Other brief captions appear on the reverse of most photograph mounts without specific ranch names. Photograph captions from the Amon Carter Museum web site identify the following ranches: ED, Tex.; JA, Tex.; LS, Tex.; SMS, Tex.; Turkey Track, Tex.; and OR Ranch, Ariz.

Copyright deposit; Erwin E. Smith, Bonham, Texas; 1908-1910; (PR 06 CN 1054).

Repository: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division

Electronic version: Search for images in Prints & Photographs Online Catalog http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/cphquery.html

LOT 13593

Whitlock, Vivian H.


ISBN 0-8061-0874-6


F596.W564

Steiner, Stan.


241 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.


ISBN 0-8061-1923-3 (pbk.)


F596.S833 1985

Sundling, Charles W.


32 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 26 cm. (Frontier land)

Includes index.

Summary: A brief introduction to the day-to-day life of cowboys in the American West.

lcac

ISBN 1-57765-045-X


3. West (U.S.)–Social life and customs–Juvenile literature. 4. Ranch life–West (U.S.)–Juvenile literature. [Children's Lit.]


F596.S926 2000
Talbert, Mark.


105 p.: ill., map; 24 cm.
Summary: Explores a year in the life of four teenage cowgirls as they live and work on their home ranches in Utah, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, and New Mexico.

Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hc043/2002068734.html
lcac
I. Van Cleve, Barbara, 1935–ill. II. Title.

F596.T35 2003

Ward, Fay E.

The cowboy at work: all about his job and how he does it / Fay E. Ward; with 600 drawings by the author. Mineola, N.Y.: Dover Publications, 2003.

xiv, 289 p.: ill.: 24 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-486-42699-8

F596.W33 2003

Gold Rush

Beijbom, Ulf, 1935–


(S79)
Bibliography: p. 221-222.
Includes index.
ISBN 9127009521

F1095.K5B44

Blumberg, Rhoda.


135 p.: ill.: 29 cm.
Summary: Describes the emigration of people from the East Coast of the United States and from foreign countries to California to pursue the dream of discovering gold.

lcac
Brands, H. W.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [509]-527) and index.


ISBN 0-385-50216-8
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/random054/2002023776.html
Electronic version: Sample text http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/random042/2002023776.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/random045/2002023776.html
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy033/2002023776.html


F865.B76 2002

Brinks, Herbert J., 1935–

[Schrijf spoedig terug. English]
133 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Translation of: Schrijf spoedig terug.
ISBN 0-930265-22-X (pbk.)
1. Dutch Americans–Social life and customs. 2. Dutch Americans–Correspondence. 3. United States–Emigration and immigration–Biography.  I. Title.
E184.D9B7513 1986

Gintzler, A. S.

46 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
lcac
Hill, Mary, 1923-
Diving and digging for gold. [Healdsburg, Calif.] Naturegraph Publishers [1973, c1974]
47 p. illus. 22 cm.
Summary: A handbook on finding, processing, and selling gold with historical information on gold mining.
Previous ed. issued in 1960 by Pages of History, Sausalito, Calif.
lcac
ISBN 0-87961-005-0
TN421.H54

Kallen, Stuart A., 1955-
96 p. : ill., maps : 24 cm. (Travel guide)
Summary: A visitor's guide to the weather, wildlife, transportation, food, sea routes, mining, and cities of California's gold country in the year 1851.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 87-89) and index.
lcac
ISBN 1-59018-144-1 (hardback : alk. paper)
F865.K15 2003

Le Bris, Michel.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 421-[428]).
(OCoLC)ocm41755268
ISBN 2-8422-8061-X
F865.L45 1999
**Leeper, David Rohrer, 1832-1900.**


78 p. : col. ill., col. map ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 75-76) and index.
Summary: A young prospector describes his experiences traveling overland to the California gold fields and during the five years he spent digging for gold.

lcac
F865.L485 2001

**Klein, James, 1932-**


87 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 86).
Summary: Discusses the creation, history, and location of gold, describes tools used by prospectors, and provides instructions on how to find and pan for gold.

lcac
ISBN 1-883672-64-3
TN423.A5K53 1998

**Madsen, Brigham D.**

Gold Rush sojourners in Great Salt Lake City, 1849 and 1850 / by Brigham D. Madsen. Salt Lake City, Utah : University of Utah Press, c1983.

xii, 178 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (University of Utah publications in the American West ; v. 18)
Bibliography: p. 159-172.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-87480-227-X : $15.00
F834.S257M3 1983
Navarro, Ramón Gil, d. 1883.
The gold rush diary of Ramón Gil Navarro / Ramón Gil Navarro ; edited and translated by María del Carmen Ferreyra and David S. Reher.  Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, c2000.
xx, 305 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 287-291) and index.
F865.N38 2000

Raabe, Emily.
24 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; cm. (Reading power) (Westward ho!)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 23) and index.
Contents: Gold in the hills – Getting to the gold – Looking for gold – Coming to America for gold – After the gold rush.
Summary: Describes how the 1848 discovery of gold at Sutter's Mill, California, sparked a movement of people to California from around the country and the world.
lcac
ISBN 0-8239-6494-9 (lib. bdg.)
F865.R23 2003

Savage, Jeff, 1961-
48 p. : ill. : 24 cm. (Trailblazers of the Wild West)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 46) and index.
lcac
ISBN 0-89490-601-1
F591.S327 1995

Sherrow, Victoria.
96 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. (The way people live)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 86-91) and index.
Summary: Describes the events surrounding the discovery of gold in California, the huge migration it brought to the area, and the lifestyles of miners and mining towns.
lcac
x, 364 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm. (California history sesquicentennial series ; 3)
"Published in association with the California Historical Society."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/ucal052/00022228.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/ucal04200022228.html
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/review/hrev-a0b9o8-aa
F865.R68 2000

Skarstedt, Ernst Teofil, 1857-1929.
California och dess svenska befolkning af Ernst Skarstedt ... Med en färglagd karta öfver California, öfver 200 porträtt och 100 andra illustrationer. På eget förlg... Seattle, Wash., Tryckt hos Washington printing co., 1910.
463 p. incl. front. (port.) illus. fold. col. map. 22 cm.
F870.S23S4

Washington, D.C.

Alexander, John, 1941-
128 p. : ill., maps ; 28 cm. (A Schiffer book for collectors)
ISBN 0-7643-0653-7
BF1472.D57A44 1998

Alexander, John, 1941-
152 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Includes index.
Atwater, Maxine H.

205 p. : ill. : 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 185-199) and index.
ISBN 1-880774-21-6 (pbk.)
F193.A88 1996

Bergheim, Laura, 1962-

xv, 348 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [327]-330) and indexes.
ISBN 0-933149-42-5 : $15.95
F195.B47 1992

xv, 184 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 177-179) and index.
I. Lesko, Kathleen M. II. Babb, Valerie Melissa. III. Gibbs, Carroll R.

Borchert, James, 1941-

xiv, 326 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Blacks in the New World)
Includes bibliographies and index.
E185.93.D6B63
Brinkley, David.
Bibliography: p. [283]-286.
ISBN 0-394-51025-9 : $18.95
D769.85.D6B75 1988

Brown, Letitia Woods.
ix, 226 p. 22 cm. (The Urban life in America series)
Bibliography: p. 166-175.
E185.93.D6B69

Bryan, Wilhelmus Bogart. [from old catalog].
2 v. illus. (incl. maps) plans (part fold.) 24 cm.
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
1. Washington, D.C.--History. [from old catalog]
Microfilm 66774 F

384 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 377) and index.
ISBN 0-517-07390-0
F194.C57 1992

Clark, Allen Culling, 1858- [from old catalog].
p. 61-98. pl. 1-2 (incl. port.) 24 cm.
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
F191.C72 v. 19
Elliot, William.

The Washington guide: containing an account of the District of Columbia, the city of Washington, abstract of the general laws of the corporation, alphabetically arranged, the public buildings, offices of the general government, an account of the different religious, benevolent, literary, and masonic societies, and the banks in the city of Washington and Georgetown, botany of the District of Columbia, judiciary of the district, etc. 2nd ed., with corrections and additions. City of Washington [D.C.]: Printed and sold by S. A. Elliot: Sold also by all the booksellers in this city and Georgetown ..., 1826.

viii, 138, [2], 139-150 p. ; 13 cm.
Preface signed: W. E. [i.e. William Elliot].
"Account of the capture of the city of Washington, by the British, on the 24th of August, 1814 ...": p. 26-51.
(OCoLC)24883954 premarc
II. Title.
F198.E46

[Evans, George De Lacy, Sir], 1787-1870. [from old catalog].
1 p. l., 20 p. 23 cm.
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
E356.W3E9

Fitzpatrick, Sandra.
240 p. : maps : 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [217]-225) and index.
ISBN 0-7818-0871-5 (pbk.)
III. Title: Black Washington.
F205.N4F58 2001

Forman, Stephen M. (Stephen Michael), 1943-
208 p. : ill., maps : 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 202-204) and indexes.
Goode, James M.


xxxiii, 539 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 504-521) and index.
pcc
ISBN 1-58834-105-4 (cloth : alk. paper)
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy043/2002030483.html
NA735.W3G66 2003

Goode, James M.


615 p. illus. 29 cm. (Smithsonian Institution Press publication no. 4829)
Bibliography: p. 609-615.
Supt. of Docs. no.: SI 1.2:Scu4
NB235.W3G66

Helm, Judith Beck.


vii, 602 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Bibliography: p. 585-597.
Includes index.
F202.T43H44 1981

Holzer, Hans 1920-


232 p. illus. 22 cm.
BF1461.H6384
**Hutchinson, Louise Daniel.**


Includes index.
F202.A5H87


vii, 78 p. : ill. : 26 cm. (GW Washington studies ; no. 10)
Includes bibliographical references.
$6.00 (pbk.)
F202.B9I46 1982

**Jackson, Richard Plummer, 1816-1891.**


iv, 350 p. 20 cm.
(OCoLC)2276711 premarc
F202.G3J14

**Jacob, Kathryn Allamong.**


x, 318 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 285-302) and index.
F198.J33 1995


xiii, 300 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
Martin, Joel, 1945-
xv, 428 p. ; 18 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 416-428).
(OCoLC)ocm51626594 lccuppycat
ISBN 0-451-20804-8 (pbk.)
E176.1.M367 2003

Miller, Fredric.
xxi, 274 p. : ill. ; 32 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 267-268) and index.
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/95002948.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/95002948.html
F195.M52 1995

Mitchell, Mary (Mary Atkinson)
viii, 144 p. : ill. ; 26 cm.
Bibliography: p. 126-128.
Includes index.

Peter, Grace Dunlop.
324 p. illus. 22 cm.
Phelan, Mary Kay.
The burning of Washington : August 1814 / Mary Kay Phelan ; illustrated by John Gretzer. New York : Crowell, [1975]
x, 179 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Summary: Examines the events preceding, during, and after the British campaign to capture Washington, D.C., during the War of 1812.
E356.W3P47 1975

Smith, Kathryn Schneider.
xii, 148 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
"Center for Washington Area Studies of the George Washington University."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 137-148) and index.
ISBN 0-8403-5568-8
F202.G3S65 1989

Stahl, John Meloy, 1860-1944. [from old catalog].
"The invasion of the city of Washington"; a disagreeable study in and of military unpreparedness ... [Argos, Ind.] The Van Trump company [c1918]
Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
Microfilm 43630 E

2 v. illus. 28 cm.
Vol. 1 has subtitle: Northwest Washington, District of Columbia.


19th Century Life

Brown, Rachel K., 1973-


Cohen, Patricia Cline.

37, 26, [4] p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Homosexuality)
Reprint of Alleged immoral conditions at Newport (R.I.) Naval Training Station, by U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Naval Affairs, first published in 1921; of Employment of homosexuals and other sex perverts in government, by U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments, first published in 1950 ; and of Homosexuality and citizenship in Florida, by Florida Legislative Investigation Committee, first published in 1964.
Bibliography: p. [38]-[47]
HQ76.3.U5G68 1975

**Havens, John C.**
96 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Summary: An overview of government policies, presidential elections, and the changing political climate from the aftermath of the Civil War to the beginning of the twentieth century.
lcac
ISBN 0-7910-2847-X (hardcover)
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy05296035234.html
E661.H38 1997

**Holloway, Emory, 1886-**
Free and lonesome heart; the secret of Walt Whitman. [1st ed.] New York, Vantage Press [1960]
232 p. illus.
(OCoLC)217423 premarc
1. Whitman, Walt, 1819-1892. I. Title.
PS3231.H54

**Husband, Julie.**
Daily life in the industrial United States, 1870-1900 / Julie Husband and Jim O'Loughlin.
xi, 272 p. : ill. ; 25 cm. (The Greenwood Press "Daily life through history" series, ISSN 1080-4749)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [249]-261) and index.
ISBN 0-313-32302-X (alk. paper)
Josephson, Judith Pinkerton.
64 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map : 26 cm. (Our America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 62-63) and index.
Contents: The children's hour – No place like home – All in a day's work – The school bell rings – Just for fun – Betwixt twelve and twenty.
Summary: Presents details of daily life of American children during the period from 1890 to 1914.
lcac
E661.J84 2003

Kalman, Bobbie, 1947-
32 p. : col. ill. : 28 cm. (Historic communities)
Includes index.
Summary: Takes a look at the various rooms in a grand Victorian house, explaining the design and purpose of each and describing the furniture, lighting, and decorations used in the context of daily life during the second half of the nineteenth century.
lcac
NK2115.5.V53K36 1997

Leuzzi, Linda.
p. cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-7910-2849-6 (hc)
LA216.L48 1998
Leuzzi, Linda.

94 p. : ill. ; 21 cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 88-89) and index.
Summary: Presents a historical overview of the development of American industry from post-Civil War to the twentieth century.
lc ac pcc
ISBN 0-7910-2846-1
HC105.7.L48 1997

Leuzzi, Linda.

**Transportation / Linda Leuzzi.** New York : Chelsea House, c1995.
104 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 98) and index.
lc ac
HE204.L4 1995

Leuzzi, Linda.

p. cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
lc ac
ISBN 0-7910-2841-0
E168.L65 1995

Ritchie, David, 1952 Sept. 18-

95 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 90-91) and index.
Summary: Presents a historical overview of recreational activities in the United States from the post-Civil War era through the early twentieth century with emphasis on the increase of leisure time and the development of commercial sports.
lc ac
ISBN 0-7910-2848-8
GV53.R58 1996
Schmidgall, Gary, 1945-
xxxv, 428 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
"A William Abrahams book."
Includes bibliographical references (p. [345]-417) and index.
ISBN 0-525-94373-0 (acid-free paper)
PS3232.S36 1997

Topping, Elizabeth A.
72 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 69-71).
pc
ISBN 1-577-47072-9
HQ144 .T67 2001

Drink

Barr, Andrew.
xii, 466 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 401-450) and index.
(OCoLC)ocm40777787 1ccopycat
ISBN 0-7867-0559-0
1. Drinking of alcoholic beverages--United States--History.  I. Title.
HV5292.B35 1999

Behr, Edward, 1926-
262 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [251]-252) and index.
ISBN 1-55970-356-3
HV5089.B424 1996

Fifth Avenue Hotel (New York, N.Y.)
Daily

Edmunds, Lowell.


Erdosh, George, 1935-


Erdosh, George, 1935-

Larkin, Tanya.

24 p. : photos ; 21 x 26 cm. (Cooking throughout American history)
Includes index.
Summary: Describes Edith Roosevelt, wife of the twenty sixth president of the United States, her role as first lady, and some of the foods she served at various stages in her life. Includes recipes.
(LOC)c0m45309531 1ccopycat
TX715.L31824 2001

Larkin, Tanya.

24 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 x 26 cm. (Cooking throughout American history)
Includes index.
Summary: Describes the life of Julia and Ulysses Grant in the White House. Includes recipes for several of their favorite dishes.
(LOC)c0m45330661 1ccopycat
TX715.L31826 2001

Larkin, Tanya.

24 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 x 26 cm. (Cooking throughout American history)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24) and index.
Summary: Describes the life of Thomas Jefferson at Monticello, in Paris, and at the White House, focusing on his love of good food. Includes recipes for several of his favorite dishes.
pcc lcac
Larkin, Tanya.
24 p. : ill. ; 22 x 26 cm. (Cooking throughout American history)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24) and index.
TX715.L31828 2001

McIntosh, Elaine N.
xii, 251 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [227]-238) and index.
GT2853.U5M39 1995

Murdock, Catherine Gilbert.
244 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Gender relations in the American experience)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [175]-215) and index.
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/98024285.html
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/loc/jhu051/98024285.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu052/98024285.html
HV5292.M86 1998

Parsons, Elaine Frantz, 1970-
xi, 241 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (New studies in American intellectual and cultural history)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Powers, Madelon.
Faces along the bar: lore and order in the workingman's saloon, 1870-1920 / Madelon Powers.
   xii, 323 p.: ill. : 24 cm. (Historical studies of urban America)
   Includes bibliographical references (p. [237]-305) and index.
   ISBN 0-226-67768-0 (cloth : alk. paper)
   Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/uchi052/97039278.html
   Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/uchi052/97039278.html
   TX950.56.P69 1998

Salinger, Sharon V. (Sharon Vineberg)
Taverns and drinking in early America / Sharon V. Salinger.
   xi, 309 p.: ill., maps: 24 cm.
   Includes bibliographical references and index.
   Machine generated contents note: Dutch and English Origins: For the "receiving and refreshment of travaillers and strangers" 8 Inside the Tavern: "Knots of Men Rightly Sorted" 48 Preventing Drunkenness and Keeping Good Order in the Seventeenth Century: "A Herd of Planters on the ground / O'er-whelmed with Punch, dead drunk we found" 83 Eighteenth-Century Legislation and Prosecution: "Lest a Flood of Rum do Overwhelm all good Order among us" 121 Like Licensing Criteria and Law in the Eighteenth Century: "Sobriety, honesty and discretion in themasters of such houses" 151 Too Many Taverns?: "Little better than Nurseries of Vice and Debauchery" 182 The Tavern Degenerate: "Rendezvous of the very Dreggs of the People" 210.
   Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/2001002796.html
   Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/2001002796.html
   Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy033/2001002796.html
   E162.S23 2002
Warner, Nicholas O., 1950-  
Spirits of America : intoxication in nineteenth-century American literature / Nicholas O. Warner.  
xiii, 290 p. ; 22 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. [263]-284) and index.  
PS217.D75W37 1997

Willich, A. F. M. (Anthony Florian Madinger)  
Lectures on diet and regimen : being a systematic inquiry into the most rational means of preserving health and prolonging life : together with physiological and chemical explanations, calculated chiefly for the use of families, in order to banish the prevailing abuses and prejudices in medicine / by A.F.M. Willich ... The first Boston from the second London edition.  
Boston : Printed by Manning & Loring for Joseph Nancrede ..., 1800.  
2 v. : 19 cm. (12mo)  
References: Evans 39111  
RM215.W71

Medicine

Beller, Susan Provost, 1949-  
Medical practices in the Civil War / Susan Provost Beller. 1st ed.  
96 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 89-92) and index.  
Summary: Discusses medical care during the Civil War, focusing on disease, wounds, medical personnel, instruments, surgery and anesthesia, recovery, and changes in medicine during the war.  
lcac  
ISBN 1-55870-264-4 (pbk.) : $6.95  
E621.B55 1992

Medicine in Virginia in the nineteenth century, by Wyndham B. Blanton, M.D.  
Richmond, Garrett & Massie, incorporated, 1933.  
xii p., 1 l., 466 p. front., plates, ports., facsims. ; 27 cm.  
"The periods from 1607 to 1700 and from 1700 to 1800 have been covered in two books already published. This volume is concerned with the period from 1800 to 1900 and completes the series."—Pref.  
"Virginia surgeons in the civil war": p. 393-420.
Bollet, Alfred J.

xviii, 489 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 467-475) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy031/99089509.html
E621.B65 2002

Cassedy, James H.

xvii, 298 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm. (Wisconsin publications in the history of science and medicine ; no. 5)
Includes index.
[DNLM: 1. History of Medicine, 19th Cent.–United States. W1 WI805 no. 5 / WZ 70 AA1 C27m]
R151.C37 1986

Denney, Robert E.

400 p. : ill. ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 387-389) and index.
ISBN 0-8069-0879-3 : $24.95 ($34.95 Can.)
E621.D44 1994

Ewell, James, 1773-1832. [from old catalog].

xvi, 649 (i.e. 698) p. incl. tables. 22 cm.
Flannery, Michael A., 1953-

xvi, 358 p. : ill. : 23 cm. (Pharmaceutical heritage)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 339-347) and index.

Contents: 2. Fighting more with less: an appraisal – The materia medica – Prescribing and dispensing in camp, hospital, and home – Wartime shortages take their toll.

(DNLM)101183450
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip046/2003014893.html

Fordyce, Benjamin A. (Benjamin Allen), 1823-1893.


E523.5 160th .F67 1994

Freemon, Frank R., 1938–

ISBN 0-252-07010-0 (acid-free paper)
1. Title.
E621.F84 2001
Hoy, Suellen M.  
xiv, 258 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. [183]-243) and index.  
ISBN 0-19-509420-4  
RA780.H69 1995

Norwood, William Frederick.  
Medical education in the United States before the Civil War.  New York, Arno Press, 1971  
[c1944]  
xvi, 487 p.  24 cm.  (American education: its men, ideas, and institutions. Series II)  
ISBN 0-405-03714-7  
I. Title.  II. Series: American education: its men, ideas, and institutions. Series II.  
R745.N6 1971

Ordronaux, John, 1830-1908.  
xii, 142, 238 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.  (The American Civil War medical series; no. 1)  
ISBN 0-930405-34-X (alk. paper)  
1. Military hygiene—Handbooks, manuals, etc.  2. United States—Armed Forces—Sanitary affairs—Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
3. United States—Armed Forces—Medical examinations—Handbooks, manuals, etc.  4. United States—Armed Forces—Recruiting, enlistment, etc.—Civil War, 1861-1865—Handbooks, manuals, etc.  5. United States—History—Civil War, 1861-1865—Health aspects—Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
UH623.O663 1991

Peabody, Charles Newton.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 219-232) and index.
Pember, Phoebe Yates, 1823-1913.


xvi, 90 p. ; 23 cm. (American Civil War classics)


Includes bibliographical references.

ISBN 1-57003-451-6 (p bk.)


Pernick, Martin S.


xiii, 421 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.

Bibliography: p. [349-397].

Includes index.

ISBN 0-231-05186-7 (alk. paper)


[DNLM: 1. Anesthesiology--history--United States. 2. History of Medicine, 19th Cent.--United States]

RD80.3.P47 1985

Reimer, Terry.


351 p. : ill., ports.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 341-344) and index.

National Bibliographic Agency Control No. (DNLM) 101134725

ISBN 0-9712233-0-0


[DNLM: 2002 A-177 / E 621 R363o 2001]

E474.65.R45 2001
Medical tribune (New York, N.Y. : 1980)

14 v. : ill., ports. ; 37 cm.
Semimonthly (with one extra issue in May and in Nov.), <Nov. 30, 1989>-Thirteen issues a year, <July 1980>-Biweekly, <Jan. 13, 1982>-Three times a month, <Sept. 28, 1983>-Title from caption.
Split into: Medical tribune for the internist & cardiologist, and: Medical tribune for the family physician.
SERBIB/SERLOC merged record
Continues: Medical tribune and medical news ISSN 0025-7605 (DLC)sf 90091912 (OCoLC)20555373 (OCoLC)ocm13663594 msc
ISSN 0279-9340
1. Medicine--Periodicals.
Microfilm (o) 84/2020

Ritchie, David, 1952 Sept. 18-
103 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 21 cm. (Life in America 100 years ago)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 97) and index.
leac
ISBN 0-7910-2839-9
R151.R58 1995

Rosenberg, Charles E.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [360]-424) and index.
[DNLM: 1. Hospitals--history--United States. WX 11 AA1 R8c 1987a]
RA981.A2R59 1995

Rutkow, Ira M.
xviii, 394 p. : ill. : 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 351-380) and index.
ISBN 0-375-50315-3 (acid-free paper)
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/random056/2004048118.html

63
1 v. (various pagings) : ill. ; 27 cm.
ISBN 0-930405-72-2 (acid-free paper)
RD76.S68 1997

Steiner, Paul E. (Paul Eby), 1902-
Disease in the Civil War; natural biological warfare in 1861-1865, by Paul E. Steiner. Springfield, Ill., C. C. Thomas [1968]
xv, 243 p. 24 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
1. United States--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Medical care. 2. United States--History--Civil War, 1861-1865--Health aspects. I. Title.
E621.S8

Steiner, Paul E. (Paul Eby), 1902-
xviii, 137 p. ; ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0-918427-01-6
E621.S82

Stowe, Steven M., 1946-
x, 373 p. ; 24 cm. (Studies in social medicine)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contents: Choosing medicine -- Doing medicine -- Making medicine.
pcc

Currency

Beazell, John F. [from old catalog].
United States counterfeit detector: rules for detecting counterfeit "greenbacks" and national bank notes ... Pittsburgh, Printed by W. S. Haven, 1867.

Bowers, Q. David.

Breen, Walter H.
[Brown, Mercer] [from old catalog].
Systematic rules, for learning how to detect spurious counterfeit and altered bank notes, at sight ...
[Baltimore, 1871]
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
1. Counterfeits. [from old catalog]
HG339.B8

Bullowa, David M. [from old catalog].
3 p.  1, i-ii, 192 p. front., plates.  17 cm.
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
Commemorative coinage of the United States. [from old catalog].  II. American numismatic society, New York. [from old catalog].  III. Title.
CJ1839.B8

v. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Triennial
Issued by the editors of Coin world.
SERBIB/SERLOC merged record
Abbreviated title: Compr. cat. encycl. U.S. coins
(OCoLC)ocm39125942 lc nsdp
ISSN 1521-5938 = The comprehensive catalog and encyclopedia of U.S. coins
III. Title: Catalog and encyclopedia of U.S. coins.
CJ1826.C658

Crosby, Sylvester S. (Sylvester Sage), d. 1914.
Reprint of the ed. published in Boston in 12 parts in 1873-75. A Centennial foreword and bibliographical appendix have been added.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Johnson, Edwin Lee? [from old catalog].
  Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
  CJ1826.J6

Newman, Eric P.
  The early paper money of America : an illustrated, historical, and descriptive compilation of data relating to American paper currency from its inception in 1686 to the year 1800 ... / Eric P. Newman.
  487 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 29 cm.
  Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
  HG591.N45 1997

Noe, Sydney Philip. [from old catalog].
  viii, 23 p. 10 plates. 24 cm.
  Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
  1. Numismatics–Massachusetts.  2. Coins, American.  I. Title.  II. Series: Numismatic notes and monographs, no. 110.[from old catalog].
  CJ1848.M4N63

Parker, Nancy Winslow.
  32 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 23 x 26 cm.
  Includes index.
  Interest age level: Ages 7-12.
  lcac
  Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hc041/93043534.html
  HG610.P37 1995

Raymond, Wayte, [from old catalog] comp.
  Private gold coins struck in the United States, 1830-1861. A complete illustrated list of the various coins issued by private assayers in Georgia, Carolina, Colorado, Utah, Oregon and California. New York, 1931.
  32 p. illus. 24 cm.
Phillips, Henry, 1838-1895.


2 v. in 1. 22 cm. (Library of money and banking history)
Vol. 2 has title: Continental paper money; historical sketches of American paper currency.
"A brief account of emissions of paper money, made by the Colony of Rhode Island, by Elish R. Potter": v. 1, p. [97]-189.
Reprint of the 1865-66 ed.
III. Title: Continental paper money. IV. Title.
HG515.P5 1972

Raymond, Wayte, [from old catalog] comp.

Standard catalogue of United States gold, silver and copper coins ... New York, Scott stamp & coin company [c1932-]
v. illus. 23 cm.
Unknown
Serial.
PREMARC/SERLOC merged record

Schwarz, Ted, 1945-

392 p. : ill. : 25 cm.
Includes index.
CJ1830.S38

The Standard catalogue of United States coins from 1616 to present day. New York [n.d.]
v. illus., facsims. 24 cm.
Unknown
Serial.
PREMARC/SERLOC merged record
CJ1826.S85
United States. Bureau of the Mint. [from old catalog].
xxi, 24 cm.
Annual
1. Coins, American. [from old catalog]
CJ1830.A32

White, John E. [from old catalog].
White's descriptive list of counterfeit bank notes, United States currency and coins ... [New York, J. E. White, 1877]
6 numb. l. 36 x 28 cm.
Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
1. Counterfeits. [from old catalog]
HG641.W5

Language

Barnhart, David K.
America in so many words: words that have shaped America / David K. Barnhart and Allan A. Metcalf. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, c1997.
xii, 308 p.: ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. x-xii) and indexes.
PE2831.B37 1997

Bentley, William K.
viii, 120 p. : 23 cm.
Includes index.
PE3727.P74B46 1992

Brasch, Ila Wales.
xii, 289 p. 24 cm.
Bryson, Bill.
Made in America : an informal history of the English language in the United States / Bill Bryson.
xii, 417 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 385-394) and index.
PE2809.B79 1994

Burke, David, 1956-.
8, 229 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
(OCoLC)ocm53825089 1ccopycat
ISBN 1-891888-23-4 (pbk.)
I. Title. II. Title: Guide to dirty English. III. Title: Dirty English.
PE3724.O3B873 2003

Ciardi, John, 1916-.
xix, 343 p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 0-06-015691-0 : $19.95
PE2837.C54 1987

Clark, Gregory R., 1948-.
x, 604 p. ; 24 cm.
PE3727.S7C57 1990
Dalzell, Tom, 1951-


xiii, 385 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 303) and index.
PE2846.D35 1998

Décharné, Max.


xii, 192 p. : 21 cm.
ISBN 0-7679-0840-6 (pbk.)
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/random051/2001035043.html
Electronic version: Sample text http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/random043/2001035043.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/random048/2001035043.html
PE3727.B43D43 2001

Dickson, Paul.


172 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-201-15593-1 : $6.95
PE3727.F35D5 1988

Dickson, Paul.


xii, 465 p. : 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 431-433) and index.
ISBN 0-671-54920-0
PE2846.D43 1998
Dickson, Paul.


Ersine, Noel. [from old catalog]. Underworld and prison slang. Upland, Ind., A. D. Freese & son [1935]

Fodde Melis, Luisanna.
xxvii, 103 p. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
lccnccp
ISBN 8813187696
I. Title.
PE64.W5F64 1994

Fraser, Edward, comp.
Soldier and sailor words and phrases; including slang of the trenches and the air force; British and American war-words and service terms and expressions in everyday use; nicknames, sobriquets, and titles of regiments, with their origins. The battle-honours of the Great War awarded to the British Army. Compiled by Edward Fraser and John Gibbons. London, G. Routledge, 1925. Detroit, Gale Research Co., 1968.
vii, 372 p. illus. 22 cm.
I. Gibbons, John, 1882- joint comp. II. Title.
PE3727.S7F7 1968

Hendrickson, Robert, 1933-
xiii, 786 p. ; 29 cm.
Includes index.
PE2835.H46 2000

Hunter, Edwin R. (Edwin Ray)
The American colloquial idiom, 1830-1860. Chicago, 1925.
xxviii, 465 l. ; 29 cm.
Thesis–University of Chicago.

Irwin, Godfrey.


Kacirk, Jeffrey.
vi, 135 p. 17 cm.
(OCoLC)3775923
PE2835.N8

Ostler, Rosemarie.
xv, 239 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 215-222) and index.
ISBN 0-19-516146-7 (acid-free paper)
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip042/2003008302.html
1. English language--United States--Glossaries, vocabularies, etc. 2. English language--20th century--Glossaries, vocabularies, etc. 3. English language--United States--Slang--Dictionaries. 4. English language--20th century--Slang--Dictionaries. 5. English language--Obsolete words. 6. Americanisms. I. Title. II. Title: Decade-by-decade guide to the vanishing vocabulary of the twentieth century.
PE2838.O88 2003

v. <1-2> ; 29 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/random048/94009721.html
PE2846.H57 1994

Max, H.
vi, 50 p. : 22 cm.
Rodgers, Bruce.


Flexner, Stuart Berg.


Talbot, Ashleigh.


Wolfram, Walt, 1941-

Women

De Leeuw, Adèle, 1899-

Summary: Biography of a woman who distinguished herself during the Civil War by her care of the wounded, and after the war by her social welfare work.
Bibliography: p. 151-152.
lcac
ISBN 0-671-32617-1 020 0671132618X (lib. bdg.)
[DNLM: 1. History of nursing—biography.   WZ100 B583D 1973]
RT4.D38

De Pauw, Linda Grant.

Summary: Describes the daily lives, social roles, and contributions of women living during the revolutionary period.
Bibliography: p. [220]-222.
Includes index.
lcac
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hm021/75017031.html
5. Women—Social conditions.  [Children's Lit.:  1. Women—History.  2. United States—Social life and customs—To 1775]
I. McCurdy, Michael.  II. Title.
HQ1416.D46

Ghorashi, Halleh.

Includes bibliographical references (p. [253]-271) and index.
pec

Leach, Kristine.
In search of a common ground : nineteenth and twentieth Century immigrant women in America / Kristine Leach. San Francisco : Austin & Winfield, 1995.

Miller, Brandon Marie.

Myers, JoAnne, 1954-
Nadauld, Margaret D., 1944-
Write back soon! : letters of love and encouragement to young women / Margaret D. Nadauld.
Salt Lake City, Utah : Bookcraft, c2001.
160 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 157-159).
pec
ISBN 1-57345-955-0
BX8643.Y6N33 2001

x, 378 p. : 24 cm. (SUNY series in ethnicity and race in American life)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 345-369) and index.
HQ1410.I43 1994

Thomas, Sherry.
We didn't have much, but we sure had plenty / Sherry Thomas ; illustrations by Judith A. Brown.
xxviii, 174 p. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-38514-951-4
1. Rural women--United States--Biography. 2. Women farmers--United States--Biography. 3. Farm life--United States--History. I. Title.
HQ1421 .T46 1989

Walker, Melissa, 1962-
All we knew was to farm : rural women in the upcountry South, 1919-1941 / Melissa Walker.
xxvii, 341 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Revisiting rural America)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
(DLC) 99038678  pcc
Walker, Niki, 1972-
32 p. : col. ill., col. map ; 29 cm. (The colonial people series)
Includes index.
Summary: Introduces the different skills and often difficult lives of women on the farm, in business, and on the plantation as the owner's wife or as a slave in colonial America.
lcac
HQ1416.W35 2003

African Americans

1v, 531 p. : ill. : 29 cm. (Dictionary of twentieth-century culture)
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.
E185.A2525 1996

Austin, James C.
From within the Negro problem : the way it was / by James C. Austin. Pittsburgh, Pa. : Dorrance Pub., c1998.
101 p. ; 23 cm.
(OCoLC)39041178 lccopycat
Berlin, Ira, 1941-
Many thousands gone: the first two centuries of slavery in North America / Ira Berlin.
x, 497 p. : ill., maps : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 379-485) and index.
ISBN 0-674-81092-9
E185.65.A77 1998

xvi, 244 p. : 24 cm.
Narrative originally transcribed, with commentary, by Benjamin F. Prentiss.
Originally published: St. Alban's, Vt. : Printed by Harry Whitney., 1810.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 227-237) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0417/2004007741.html
E446.B49 1998

Congdon-Martin, Douglas.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [160]).
[OCoLC]41183729 lccopycat
ISBN 0-7643-0806-8
NK839.3.A35C65 1999

Dunn, Agnes.
Washington, DC : Library of Congress
Title from home page (viewed on Feb. 27, 2003; last updated Dec. 16, 2002).
Part of the American Memory Learning Page online resource offered by the Library of Congress.
Summary: "Students explore the era of legalized segregation. The unit's culminating activity is the creation of a meeting
similar to the Afro-American Council prior to the Brown case in 1954”–Secondary page of the Learning Page Web site.

Includes bibliographies.

Title in HTML header: Teacher lesson plan. From Jim Crow to Linda Brow

Electronic resource: http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/amlearn.ls1997-03


I. Powell, Eric (Eric D.)  II. Library of Congress.  III. Title.  IV. Title: Teacher lesson plan. From Jim Crow to Linda Brow.
E185.61


3 v. (xl, 1557 p.) : ill.; 26 cm.

Includes bibliographical references and index.

– ISBN 0-313-33038-7 (v. 3 : alk. paper)

Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0515/2005019214.html


GR111.A47G74 2005

Hammond, James Henry, 1807-1864.

Plantation manual, 1857-1858 [manuscript]. [1857 and 1858]

1 item.

Subject: Holograph page from the manual of James Henry Hammond in which he provides instructions for breastfeeding infants, as well as the work arrangements for the elderly and for pregnant slaves.

Forms part of: Papers of James Henry Hammond, container 43.


Repository: Library of Congress Manuscript Division

Available: LC-DIG-ppmsca-02942 DLC (scan from color copy photo in Publishing Office)

Electronic version: scan from color copy photo in Publishing Office ppmsca 02942 http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/ppmsca.02942


LC-MS-24695-1

Haskins, James, 1941-.


44 p. : col. ill., col. map ; 29 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 43) and index.

Summary: Discusses the changing roles, rights, and contributions of Afro-Americans in the United States during the colonial period from 1607 to 1763. Also includes a chronology of significant events.


[Children's Lit.: 1. African Americans–History–To 1863.  2. United States–History–Colonial period, ca. 1600-1775]

I. Benson, Kathleen.  II. Ransome, James ill.  III. Title.

E446.H37 2001
Katz, William Loren.
   xiii, 348 p.: ill., ports.: 24 cm.
   Bibliography: p. [334]-344.
   Includes index.
   Summary: A history of the black people who participated in the development of the Western frontier in the United States, in such categories as the explorers, fur traders, early settlers, slaves, cowboys, and soldiers.
   lcac
E185.925.K37 1987

Lindenberger, Jan.
   "With updated price guide"—Cover.
   Includes bibliographical references (p. [144]).
   (DLC) 2002113624 pcc
   ISBN 0-7643-1716-4
NK6140.L55 2003

Lomax collection of photographs depicting folk musicians, primarily in the southern United States and the Bahamas [graphic]. 1934-ca. 1950.
   400 photoprints: gelatin silver: 4x5 cm. or smaller.
   Subject: Snapshots primarily documenting sound recording expeditions carried out by John Avery Lomax, Alan Lomax, and Ruby Terrill Lomax for the Archive of American Folk Song from 1934 to ca. 1950. Photographs depict African American, white, and Latino musicians, singers and dancers, in the southern United States (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Texas, and Virginia) and the Bahamas (Nassau, Andros Island, and Cat Island). Includes portraits of musicians posed with and without their instruments; many photos show musicians in various settings and activities—at homes, working in prison yards, working on chain gangs, performing outside and on stage at the Asheville Mountain Music Festival, North Carolina. Some photos depict daily life, including domestic activities, baptisms, and farming. Also includes some landscape and marine views, houses, and children playing singing games. Musicians depicted include, among others, Henry Truvillion, James "Iron Head" Baker, Moses "Clear Rock" Platt, Leadbelly, Crockett "Davy" Ward, Bill Hensley, Uncle Bob Ledbetter, and Bascom Lamar Lunsford. Folklorist Zora Neale Hurston, who assisted the Lomaxes on expeditions to Georgia and Florida is identified in a few photographs.
   No known restrictions. For more information see: "Lomax Collection (LOT 7414) Rights and Restrictions Information" (http://www.loc.gov/rr/print/res/159_loma.html)
   Digitized images of all items in the collection and their associated identifying information are available through the Prints & Photographs Online Catalog.
   Digitized images are also available through the Library of Congress Web site under the title: Southern mosaic, The John and Ruby Lomax 1939 Southern States Recording Trip, produced in 1999 for the National Digital Library Program, American Memory collections. This site also features associated sound recordings, field notes, and other manuscript materials.
   Photographer names do not appear on the photographs. Many images were taken by Alan Lomax and Ruby Terrill Lomax, and possibly others working with them. Photos of the Bog Trotters Band, Galax, Va., are marked: "These pictures were made
by CBS photographer at the time of the A. Lomax School of the Air Broadcast in Galax”.

Most photographs have handwritten or typed identifications or other markings on the versos.
LOT title devised by Library staff.
Digital surrogates are provided for reference purposes. Access to original material is controlled by the Division’s policy of providing surrogates in preference to serving originals.
Transfer; Archive of American Folk Song; 1950?
Photographs are organized into eight subdivisions generally corresponding to each of the Lomaxes recording expeditions.
Each subdivision is lettered A-H as follows: LOT 7414-A (Asheville Mountain Music Festival); LOT 7414-B (Louisiana and Alabama); LOT 7414-C (Georgia and Florida); LOT 7414-D (Virginia); LOT 7414-E (Prison camps and state farms); LOT 7414-F (Texas); LOT 7414-G (Misc. contact strips and single photos); LOT 7414-H (Bahamas). Items within each subdivision are numbered consecutively throughout the LOT. Item numbers are preceded by the letter N (i.e., LOT 7414-B, no. N138).
Repository: Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division
(DLC)11730928
Electronic version: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/pp/lomaxquery.html Search for Lomax items in Prints & Photographs Online Catalog
Electronic version: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/ammem/lohtml/lohome.html Search for Lomax items in American Memory
LOT 7414

McGowen, Tom.
30 p. : ill. (some col.), col. map ; 25 cm. (Cornerstones of freedom)
Includes index.
Summary: Describes the important role of freed slaves and other African-Americans in the settlement of the West.
ISBN 0-516-20835-7
E185.925.M36 1998

viii, 326 p. : 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 27-31) and index.
E184.6.P36 2001
iv, 203 p.: ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
E302.1.R33 2002

Richardson, Heather Cox.
xvi, 312 p.: 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 247-302) and index.
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/rev-a0c4e2-aa
E668.R5 2001

The rise and fall of Jim Crow [electronic resource]. New York: Thirteen WNET
Begun in 2001?
Title from home page (viewed on Sept. 2, 2003).
Summary: Companion Web site to a four-part documentary under the same title that explores segregation from the end of the Civil War to the dawn of the modern civil rights movement. Discusses lynchings and beatings, demeaning treatment, and a life of subordination for Southern blacks that was maintained by white supremacist laws and customs known as "Jim Crow." The site provides series background, an interactive timeline, biographies of the most influential leaders, lesson plans and student activities, and an extensive list of links to related resources.
Title from HTML header: Rise and fall of Jim Crow, PBS
Electronic resource: http://www.pbs.org/wnet/jimcrow/
1. African Americans—Segregation—History. 2. African Americans—Civil rights—History. 3. United States—Race relations. I. Title: Rise and fall of Jim Crow (Television program) II. WNET (Television station: New York, N.Y.) III. Title: Rise and fall of Jim Crow, PBS.
E185.61

Rubel, David.
304 p.: ill. (some col.); 31 cm.
Includes index.

ISBN 0-7566-0728-0 (plcj)
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0517/2005021621.html
E185.61.R9155 2005

Terrell, Mary Church, 1863-1954.
A colored woman in a white world / Mary Church Terrell ; with a foreward by Deborah Newman
487 p. : ill. : 22 cm. (Classics in Black studies)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 20-21) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0517/2005021621.html
E185.97.T47A3 2005

Vorenberg, Michael, 1964-
xviii, 305 p. : ill. : 24 cm. (Cambridge historical studies in American law and society)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 253-296) and index.
ISBN 0-521-65267-7 (hbk.)
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0c5g1-aa
Electronic version: Sample text http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/cam031/00063028.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/cam021/00063028.html
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/cam026/00063028.html
E453.V67 2001

White, Shane.
Xv, 301 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 263-296) and index.
Wilson, Kirt H., 1967-
xviii, 276 p. : ill. 24 cm. (Rhetoric and public affairs series)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 249-265) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy034/2002006969.html
E185.61.W745 2002

Asian Immigrants

Asayesh, Gelareh.
x, 222 p. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 0-8070-7210-9 (acid-free paper)
E184.I5A8 1999

xxxvi, 369 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Essays originally published in Frontiers : a journal of women's studies.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
E184.A75A8425 2004

Becker, Jules.
336 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [277]-327) and index.
E184.A75A8425 2004
Pajus, Jean.
275 p. 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. [223]-240.
4. Emigration and immigration law–United States.  I. Title.
F870.J3P3 1971

Rizk, Salom, 1909-
p. cm.
ISBN 1-56492-297-9
5. National characteristics, American.  I. Title.
E184.S98R59 2000

Thornton, Jeremy, 1973-
24 p. : ill., col. map : 21 cm. (Primary sources of immigration and migration in America)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 24) and index.
E184.C5T48 2004

Zhao, Xiaojian, 1953-
vii, 265 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 237-251) and index.
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Zinzius, Birgit.
xx, 319 p. : ill., maps ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 281-302) and index.
E184.C5Z56 2004

Hispanic Immigrants

Abalos, David T.
x, 201 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [185]-191) and index.
E184.S75A618 1998

Andrus, Pearl.
viii, 135 p. ; 23 cm.
Bibliography: p. 133-134.
ISBN (invalid) 0-89015-390-4
F390.C318A66 1982

Barrios de los Ríos, José María, 1864-1903.
El país de las perlas y cuentos Californios / José María Barrios de los Ríos. 1. ed. Monterrey, México : H. Cámara de Senadores, [2002]
xxiv, 311 p.: 24 cm.
English and Spanish.
E184.M5B49 1995

Boswell, Bethanie L., 1972-
48 p.: ill. (some col.), maps; 27 cm. (Latino life)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47) and index.
lcac
E184.S75B68 1995

English and Spanish.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
F592.S649C35 1990

Clavin, Tracy.
Food and cooking / by Tracy Clavin. Vero Beach, Fla.: Rourke Publications, c1995.
48 p.: ill. (some col.); 26 cm. (Latino life)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47) and index.
Summary: Discusses different types of Latino food and cooking.
Cover title: Food & cooking
lcac

xxxii, 170 p. ; 18 cm. (Biblioteca del estudiante universitario ; 132)
Includes bibliographical references (p. xxxi-xxxii).
Contents:
Asentamiento en la Ensenada de San Dionisio, 1697 / por Juan María de Salvatierra – De Loreto a la contracosta del Mar del Sur, 1699 / por Francisco María Piccolo – Las nuevas conversiones de California, 1702 / por Francisco María Piccolo – Con la amigable gente de Ensenada de Palmas, 1721 / por Ignacio María Nápoli – Andanzas y trabajos del padre Bravo, 1724 / por Jaime Bravo – El modo de vida de los californios / por Juan Jacobo Baegert – Una de tantas misiones / por Nicolás Tamaral – El gobierno de las misiones de California / por Miguel Venegas.
ISBN 9683680836
1. Baja California (Mexico : Peninsula)–History–18th century–Sources. 2. Jesuits–Mexico–Baja California (Peninsula)–History–18th century–Sources.  I. Río, Ignacio del. II. Series: Biblioteca del estudiante universitario (Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México) ; 132.
F1246.C72 2000

Deiters, Erika.


v. cm. (Celebrating our cultural diversity)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contents: Coming to America – What was life like for the first Mexican immigrants? – A growing community – How did life change for the Mexican community over time? – The Mexicans in America today.
lc

E184.M5D38 2003

Encyclopedia of Latino popular culture / Cordelia Chávez Candelaria, executive editor ... [et al.].


2 v. (lxxvi, 981 p.) : ill. ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Goring, Ruth, 1954-
48 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 27 cm. (Latino life)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 46) and index.
Cover title: Holidays & celebrations
lcac
ISBN 0-86625-542-7 (alk. paper)
GR111.H57G67 1995

xv, 168 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0-7872-8939-6
E184.M5145 2002

Jensen, Jeffry, 1950-
48 p. : col. ill. ; 27 cm. (Latino life)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47) and index.
lcac
ISBN 0-86625-544-3
I. Title.  II. Series: Latino life.
GV697.A1J47 1995

Kuklin, Susan.
1 v. (unpaged) : col. ill. ; 21 x 26 cm.
Summary: African-American, Asian-American, and Hispanic-American children describe their families' cultural traditions.
lcac
ISBN 0-02-751239-8 : $13.95
E184.A1K85 1992
McMurtrey, Martin.
vii, 181 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
BX4705.F6099M37 1987

Martínez, Rubén.
330 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
ISBN 0-8050-4908-8
E184.M5M388 2001

364 p. in various pagings, [1] fold. leaf of plates : ill. ; 23 cm. (The Chicano heritage)
F870.M5M49

Monsivais, George I., 1956–
xi, 160 p. : 23 cm. (The new Americans)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 147-156) and index.
Contents: What is an American? – Logistic analysis of the allegiance variable – Talking to the people: the focus groups. pcc
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0420/2004016950.html
E184.S75M654 2004
Monsivais, George I., 1956-
Hispanic immigrant identity : political allegiance vs. cultural preference / George I. Monsivais.
xi, 160 p. : 23 cm. (The new Americans)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 147-156) and index.
Contents: What is an American? – Logistic analysis of the allegiance variable – Talking to the people : the focus groups.
 pec
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0420/2004016950.html
E184.S75M654 2004

Mora, Joseph Jacinto, 1876-1947.
Trail dust and saddle leather / by Jo Mora ; illustrations by the author.  Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, [1987], c1946.
vi, 246 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Cover title: Trail dust & saddle leather.
1. Cowboys--West (U.S.) 2. West (U.S.)--Social life and customs.  I. Title: Trail dust & saddle leather.  II. Title.
F596.M68 1987

Mora, Joseph Jacinto, 1876-1947. [from old catalog].
175 p. illus. 25 cm.
Older cataloging--this version may be incomplete.
F864.M743

196 p. : ill. : 24 cm. (PARAL studies series ; v. 2) (Bildner Center series on religion ; v. 2)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
I. Stevens Arroyo, Antonio M.  II. Cadena, Gilbert.  III. Series: PARAL studies series ; v. 2.  IV. Series: Bildner Center series on religion ; v. 2.
BR563.H57O54 1995

Olmos, Edward James.
176 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 31 cm.
Rodriguez, Gloria G.
Raising nuestros niños : bringing up Latino children in a bicultural world / Gloria G. Rodríguez.
xx, 378 p. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 355-358) and index.
(OCoLC)ocm41332462  lccopycat
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/simon051/  2001273062.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/simon031/2001273062.html
HQ769.R616 1999

Sanchez, Richard, 1954-
32 p. : col. ill. ; 26 cm. (Hispanic heritage ; v. 4)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
lcac
ISBN 1-56239-334-0. -- ISBN 1-56239-384-7 (pbk.)
F1418.S2495 1994

Suro, Roberto.
x, 357 p. : 21 cm.
"With a new afterword"--Cover.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [325]-333) and index.

E184.S75S865 1999

**Tobar, Héctor, 1963-**


307 p.: 24 cm.
ISBN 1-57322-305-0 (alk. paper)
1. Hispanic Americans--Social conditions. 2. Hispanic Americans--Ethnic identity. 3. United States--Ethnic relations
I. Title.
E184.S75T63 2005

**Villeré, Sidney Louis.**


xx, 94 p. maps. 27 cm.
ISBN 0-8063-0522-3
1. Louisiana--Emigration and immigration. 2. Canary Islands--Emigration and immigration. 3. Louisiana--Genealogy.
I. Title.
F368.V54 1972

**Villaseñor, Isabel B., 1965-**


48 p.: ill. (some col.) : 27 cm. (Latino life)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 47) and index.
lcac
ISBN 0-86625-547-8 (alk. paper)
1. Hispanic American families--Juvenile literature. I. Title. II. Series: Latino life.
E184.S75V55 1995

**Jewish Immigrants**

**Antin, Mary, 1881-1949.**


vii, 328 p.: 21 cm. (Modern Library classics)
Includes bibliographical notes and references.
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/random052/00067846.html
Electronic version: Sample text http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/random042/00067846.html
Antin, Mary, 1881-1949.
[Correspondence. Selections]
xxv, 160 p. : ports. ; 22 cm. (Writing American women)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 155-157) and index.
(DLC) 99038702
Electronic resource: Table of Contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/99038702.html
III. Series: Writing American women.
E184.37.A58A4 1999

Bendix, Reinhard.
xiii, 300 p. : ports. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographies.
ISBN 0-88738-067-0 : $29.95
DS135.G5A125 1986

Biber, Jacob, 1915-
170 p. : 21 cm. (Studies in Judaica and the Holocaust, ISSN 0884-6952 ; no. 5)
Includes index.
D810.J4B483 1990

Fish, Sidney Meshulam, 1908-
255 p. : ill. : 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Hoffman, Eva, 1945-
280 p. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 0-525-24601-0
E184.J5H63 1989

v. <1-3, 5 > ; 24 cm.
Sponsored by the Research Foundation for Jewish Immigration.
Distributor on label.
Incomplete contents: V. 1. Archival resources / compiled by Steven W. Siegel.—v. 2 Classified and annotated bibliography of books and articles on the immigration and acculturation of Jews from Central Europe to the USA since 1933 / compiled by Henry Friedlander.—v. 3/1 Guide to the oral history collection of the Research Foundation for Jewish Immigration, New York.—v. 3/2. Classified list of articles concerning emigration in Germany / compiled by Daniel R. Schwartz, with Daniel S. Niederland.—v. 5. The individual and collective experience of German-Jewish immigrants, 1933-1984 / compiled by Dennis Rohrbaugh.
ISBN 0-89664-026-4

Rosenbaum, S. E., b. 1822.
120 p. ; 22 cm. (Studies in Judaica and the Holocaust, ISSN 0884-6952 ; no. 3)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 115-116) and index.
E184.J5R61957 1995

ix, 557 p. ; ill. ; 24 cm. (The Cummings Center series, ISSN 1365-3733)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
DS135.R92R88 1997
Sitkin, Morris Tsirulnikoff, 1905-

Grandpa Sitkin's recollections, or, A life story told in response to a grandson's curiosity / by Morris (Tsirulnikoff) Sitkin. [Miami, Fla.] : M.T. Sitkin, [between 1983 and 1987]
I. Title: Grandpa Sitkin's recollections. II. Title: Life story told in response to a grandson's curiosity. III. Title.
E184.J5S545 1983

Sohn, Bonnie Schooler.

138 p. : ill., geneal. tables ; 23 cm.
DS135.R93K273677 1981

xxv, 174 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 26 cm.
Personal stories edited by the Museum of Jewish Heritage.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-8212-2773-4 (hc.)
E184.37.A175 2002

xxvi, 347 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. xi-xiii).

German Immigrants

Beisser, Franz X.

281 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 22 cm.
Bischoff, Guntram Gerhard, 1927-

xxiii, 231 p. : 24 cm.
Includes 84 letters written between 1882 and 1904 to Heinrich Arndsmann, a German immigrant living in Quincy, Illinois. Includes bibliographical references.
1. Arndsmann, Heinrich, b. 1862 or 3–Correspondence. 2. Arndsmann, Heinrich, b. 1862 or 3–Family. 3. Arndsmann, Heinrich, b. 1862 or 3–Psychology. 4. German Americans–Illinois–Quincy–Correspondence. 5. Immigrants–Illinois–Quincy–Correspondence. 6. Immigrants–Illinois–Quincy–Family relationships. 7. Quincy (Ill.)–Biography. 8. Lippe (Germany)–Biography. 9. Detmold (Germany)–Biography. 10. Transnationalism–Case studies. I. Arndsmann, Heinrich, b. 1862 or 3.
II. Title.
F549.Q6B57 2001

Bruns, Jette, 1813-1899.

[Correspondence. English]

vi, 309 p. : ill., map, ports. : 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-8262-0658-1 (alk. paper)
1. Bruns, Jette, 1813-1899–Correspondence. 2. German Americans–Missouri–Correspondence. 3. Immigrants–Missouri–Correspondence. 4. Missouri–Emigration and immigration–History–19th century. 5. Westphalia (Germany)–Emigration and immigration–History–19th century. I. Schroeder, Adolf E. II. Schulz-Geisberg, Carla. III. Title.
F475.G3B787 1988

Conolly-Smith, Peter.

ix, 414 p. : ill., map ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 389-402) and index.
ISBN 1-58834-167-4 (alk. paper)
E184.G3C652 2004
Forsyth, Alice D., comp.  
ii, 30 (i.e. 53) l. 28 cm.  
Cover title.  
Facsimiles of French holograph passenger lists (with translations) of 5 ships carrying German and Swiss families to the Province of Louisiana in 1720-1721.  
1. Louisiana–Emigration and immigration.  I. Zeringue, Earlene L., joint comp.  II. Title.  
F368.F6

Göbel, Manfred, 1941-  
208 p. : ill. ; 21 cm. (Zimmerer Geschichte(n) ; Bd. 5)  
Includes bibliographical references.  
E184.G3G49 1996

Ebenhoch, Karl, 1932-  
v, 137 p., xvi p. of plates : ill. ; 23 cm.  
ISBN 0-9649345-3-1  
E184.G3E24 1995

Kronenberg, Kenneth, 1946-  
xxiii, 210 p. : ill., maps ; 23 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 197-205) and index.  
ISBN 0-8032-2741-8 (alk. paper)  
1. Van Dreveldt family–Correspondence.  2. Germans Americans–Missouri River Region–Correspondence.  3. Immigrants–Missouri River Region–Correspondence.  4. Van Dreveldt, Anton, 1804-1859–Correspondence.  5. Van Dreveldt, Bernhard, 1835-1866–Correspondence.  6. Missouri River Region–Biography.  I. Van Dreveldt, Anton, 1804-1859.  II. Van Dreveldt, Theodor, d. 1880.  III. Van Dreveldt, Bernhard, 1835-1866.  IV. Gimborn, Carl von.  V. Title.  
F472.M7K76 1998

329 p. : 23 cm.
Letters in German with commentary in English.
Includes index.
(GyWOH)har005063682
ISBN 3-89590-055-9
I. Wagner, Jonathan F. (Jonathan Frederick), 1940-
F1060.97.G3T76 1998

Voss, Louis, 1856-1936.
52 p. illus. (incl. port.) fold. map. : 23 cm.
S67.A22V8

Scandinavian Immigrants

Ahlström, L. J. (Louis John), 1854-.
Mainly on the Swedish Baptists in Burnett Co., Wis.
(OCoLC)10438503 premarc
I. Title.
BX6247.S8A5

xxxi, 161 p. : ill. : 24 cm.
Includes index.
(OCoLC)ocm48412999 pcc
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Andersen, Arlow W. (Arlow William), 1906-
271 p. : 24 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-944190-02-2 (alk. paper)
PN4885.N6A64 1990

Arfwedson, Carl David, 1806-1881.
Förenta Staterna och Canada, åren 1832, 1833 och 1834, af C. D. Arfwedson ... Stockholm, L. J. Hjerta, 1835.
2 v. 15 cm. (Läse-bibliothek af den nyaste utländska litteraturen i svensk översättning. 1835 års samling. II)
Paged continuously.
Issued originally in English. London, 1834.
(OCoLC)3611705 premarc
1. United States--Description and travel. 2. Canada--Description and travel. I. Title.
E165.A69

Arfwedson, Carl David, 1806-1881.
255 p. : folded map : 19 cm.
Attributed to Carl David Arfwedson.
(OCoLC)11384941
1. United States--Description and travel. I. Title.
PT9730.A7M5
Beckman, Ernst, 1850-1924. [from old catalog].
2 p. 1, 386 p. front., illus. 22 cm.
Older cataloging—this version may be incomplete.
1. United States—Description and travel. [from old catalog] I. Title.
E168.B42

Bergman, Carl Johan, 1858-1903.
235 p. illus., ports., maps, facsims. 22 cm.
(OCoLC)7192304 premarc
E184.S23B45

Bremer, Fredrika, 1801-1865.
The homes of the New World; impressions of America. Translated by Mary Howitt. New York, Negro Universities Press [1968]
2 v. 23 cm.
Reprint of the 1853 ed.
Translation of Hemmen i den Nya verlden.
1. United States–Description and travel. 2. United States–Social life and customs–1783-1865. 3. Cuba–Description and travel. I. Title.
E166.B843 1968

Bremer, Fredrika, 1801-1865.
[Hemmen i den Nya verlden. English. Selections]
xx p., 1 l., 344 p. front., ports. 19 cm. (Scandinavian classics ; v. 23)
Selections from the author's The homes of the new world; impressions of America, translated by Mary Howitt, published in 2 volumes, New York, 1853.
Advertising matter: p. 341-344.
Master and use digital copies are also available from the Library of Congress Web site; technical details on the digital scanning are available at http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/collbuild.lhbtn
dlr
Electronic version: lhbtn 26021 s http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gdc/lhbtn.26021
E166.B837
255 p. in various pagings: ill. : 24 cm. (Scandinavians in America)
Includes bibliographical references.
ISBN 0-405-11666-7 : $25.00
I. Barton, H. Arnold (Hildor Arnold), 1929- II. Title: Swedish pioneer historical quarterly. III. Series: Scandinavians in America.
E184.S23C55

[Children of the prairie / by K.G. Wm. Dahl ; translated from the Swedish by Emeroy Johnson.
[Nebraska?] : S. Dahl and M.D. Lindgren, c1984 (Minden, NE : Fifth Street Print.)
Translation of: Hedens barn.
F660.S23D34 1984

Dahl, Mildred Anderson, 1925-
530 p. : ill. : 28 cm.
Includes bibliography (p. 525-529).
LC copy signed by author.
( OCoLC)36726100  lccopycat
F614.S67D34 1996

Hendricks, Charles H.
Includes index.
E184.S23H46 1995
Klinckowström, Axel Leonhard, friherre, 1775-1837.


2 v. in 1. fold. tables. 21 cm. and atlas 43 x 55 cm.
Paged continuously; errors in paging.
Engraved half-titles.
(OCoLC)6395416 premarc
1. United States--Description and travel. 2. United States--Economic conditions. I. Title.
E165.K65


151 p. ; 23 cm. (Augustana Historical Society publications ; v. 7)
Includes bibliographical references.
(OCoLC)3906562 premarc
I. Stephenson, George M. (George Malcolm), 1883-1958. II. Hansen, Olga Wold.
F536.A96 vol. 7

Lindbäck, Ola.


126 p. : ill., maps ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Swedish, with English summary.
(OCoLC)36953840 lccopycat
ISBN 918767615X
E184.S23L47 1996

Mihelich, Josephine, 1926-

Andrew Peterson and the Scandia story : a historical account about a Minnesota pioneer whose diaries have been "reborn as a piece of world literature" through Vilhelm Moberg and his writings / by Josepohine Mihelich. Minneapolis, MN. : Copublished by the author and Ford Johnson Graphics, 1984.

Bibliography: p. 188-194.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-917907-00-0 : $25.00
1. Swedish Americans--Minnesota--Scandia (Carver County)--History. 2. Swedish Americans--Minnesota--Scandia (Carver County)--Biography. 3. Peterson, Andrew, 1818-1898. 4. Scandia (Carver County, Minn.)--History. 5. Scandia (Carver County, Minn.)--Biography. I. Title.
F614.S53M54 1984
Nyblom, Gösta, ed.

Americans of Swedish descent; how they live and work. Rock Island, Ill., G. Nyblom Pub. House [1948]
600 p. illus. ports. 31 cm.
(OCoLC)6546974 premarc
E184.S23N9

Rooth, Signe Alice.

xiv, 327 p. illus., map (on lining paper) ports., facsim. 24 cm.
Based on thesis, University of Chicago.
"Fredrika Bremer letters": p. [154]-281.
Bibliography: p. [283]-298.
(OCoLC)1689945
E166.B855R6

Schofer, Jerry P.

vii, 99 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
F870.F5S36

Severin, Ernest, b. 1871.

[Svenskarne i Texas i ord och bild, 1838-1918. English]
1209, xix p. : ill., map ; 28 cm.
Originally collected by Ernest Severin ; edited and compiled by Alf. L. Scott, T.J. Westerberg ; edited and overseen by J.M. Öjerholm.
Includes indexes.
(OCoLC)30803319 lccopycat
F395.S23S45 1994
Unonius, Gustaf, 1810-1902.
A pioneer in Northwest America, 1841-1858; the memoirs of Gustaf Unonius. Translated from the Swedish by Jonas Oscar Backlund; edited by Nils William Olsson. With an introd. by George M. Stephenson. Minneapolis, Published for the Swedish Pioneer Historical Society by the University of Minnesota Press [1950-60]
2 v. illus., port., facsim. 24 cm.
Bibliographical references included in "Notes" (p. 327-342)
(OCoLC)274285
1. United States--Description and travel. 2. Wisconsin--Description and travel. 3. Swedes--United States. I. Title.
E166.U593

280 p. : ill. ; 31 cm.
Maps on lining-papers.
ISBN 8292161007
E184.S2U855 1999

Waldenström, P. (Paul), 1838-1917.
vi, 615 p. illus., pl. 23 cm.
Issued, 13 parts in 8.
(OCoLC)4400834 premarc
1. United States--Description and travel. I. Title.
E168.W16

Waldenström, P. (Paul), 1838-1917.
(OCoLC)9526408
1. Waldenström, P. (Paul), 1838-1917. 2. United States--Description and travel. I. Title.
E168.W17

Irish Immigrants

Albright, Charles, 1830-1880.
The great Mollie Maguire trials in Carbon and Schuylkill counties, Pa. : brief reference to such trials, and arguments of Gen. Charles Albright and Hon. F.W. Hughes, in the case of the Commonwealth vs. James Carroll, James Roarity, Hugh McGehan and James Boyle, indicted for the
murder of Benjamin F. Yost, chief of police of and at Tamaqua, July 6, 1876, in the Oyer and Terminer of Schuylkill County: July 22d, 1876, verdict as to all the prisoners, of guilty of murder in the first degree / stenographically reported by R.A. West. Pottsville, Chronicle Book and Job Rooms, 1876.

94 p. ; 23 cm.

1. Carroll, James, d. 1877–Trials, litigation, etc. 2. Trials (Murder)–Pennsylvania–Schuylkill County. 3. Molly Maguire.

KF223.C367A43 1876

**Forney, Gary R.**


308 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 281-294) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy053/2003094785.html
E467.1.M4F67 2003

**Dear Uncle :** immigrant letters to Antrim from the U.S.A., 1843-1852 : the Kerr letters with accompanying notes on their background / [edited] by R.H. Foy. Antrim : Antrim & District Historical Society, [1989?]

117 p. ; ill. ; 21 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 117).
E184.I6D4 1989

**Dezell, Maureen.**

xii, 259 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.

Includes bibliographical references (p. 245-251) and index.
ISBN 0-385-49595-1
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/random052/00063921.html
Electronic version: Sample text http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/random044/00063921.html
Edmonds, John Henry, 1873-
"Dorman Mahoone alias Mathews": an early Boston Irishman. [Boston? : s.n., 1916?]
29 p. ; 22 cm.
"A paper read before the Bostonian Society May 23, 1916."
F73.4.M33E35

Evans, A. G. (Anthony G.)
xv, 280 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 273-275) and index.
ISBN 1-55553-395-7 (pbk.)
PS2493.E93 1999

xiv, 154 p. : map ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy038/2002030724.html
E184.I6F59 2003

Gleeson, David T.
xii, 278 p. : ill. ; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [239]-268)and index.
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/unc041/2001027544.html
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0c6t4-a
F220.I6G58 2001

Grady, Joseph L., 1904-
xiii, 374 p. : ill., ports. ; 24 cm.
ISBN 0-9613178-0-9
CT867.5.H33G73 1984

224 p. : ill. ; 22 cm. (A historical reader)
Includes index.
ISBN 0-618-04819-7
E184.I6I66 2001

p. cm.
ISBN 0-8212-2883-8
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0413/2004000563.html
1. Irish Americans–Pictorial works.  2. Irish Americans–Social life and customs.  3. Irish Americans–Biography.
I. McNamara, Julia.  II. Smith, Jim.
E184.I6I6815 2004

xxvii, 788 p. : ill., maps ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 687-764) and index.
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0d4y3-aa
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy037/2002030363.html
1. Irish Americans–History–Sources.  2. Irish Americans–Biography.  3. Immigrants–United States–History–Sources.
E184.I6I683 2003
184 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Includes index.
TX950.53.I75 1994

Kelly, Mary C., 1964-
xvi, 262 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [233]-254) and index.
F128.9.I6K45 2005

Krieg, Joann P.
xvii, 273 p. : 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [239]-265) and index.
Spine title: Whitman & the Irish
PS3233.K75 2000

McLean, John.
214 p. : 22 cm.
ISBN 0-9646923-0-9
CT275.M44A3 1995

MacDonald, Michael Patrick.
266 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 0-8070-7212-5 (cl)
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hm031/99030692.html
1. MacDonald, Michael Patrick–Childhood and youth. 2. Irish Americans–Massachusetts–Boston–Biography.
F73.68.S7M33 1999

Laxton, Edward.
vi, 250 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 25 cm.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-8050-5313-1
E184.I6L39 1997

xxii, 743 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-8018-5199-8 (acid-free paper)
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/jhu051/95020319.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/jhu051/95020319.html
F128.9.I6N49 1996

2 v. : 23 cm.
Excerpted and reprinted from the Journal with new preface, contents, and indexes.
Includes bibliographical references.
E184.I6O26

O'Connor, J. F., 1907-
xiv, 215 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
O'Connor, Thomas H., 1922–


xiii, 259 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [247]-254) and index.
ISBN 1-55553-188-1 (pbk.) : $14.95

F73.68.S7O27 1994

Ryan, Dennis P., 1943–

Beyond the ballot box: a social history of the Boston Irish, 1845-1917 / Dennis P. Ryan.

173 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-87023-683-0

F73.9.I6R9 1989

Schrier, Arnold.


xii, 210 p. : ill., map ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 171-206) and index.

E184.I6S37 1997

v. 1-7 > : ill. ; 24 cm.

"Published in cooperation with the Irish Studies Program and the Department of History at Northeastern University.”
Vols. 2-4 edited by Ruth-Ann M. Harris and B. Emer O'Keeffe; v. 5-<7 > edited by B. Emer O'Keeffe.
Includes bibliographical references and indexes.

(DLC) 89013420
Italian Immigrants

Cosco, Joseph P.


xi, 231 p.: ill.: 23 cm. (SUNY series in Italian/American culture)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 207-226) and index.
E184.I8C654 2003

Deiters, Erika.


v. cm. (Celebrating our cultural diversity)
Includes bibliographical references and index.

lcac
1. Italian Americans—History—Juvenile literature. 2. Italian Americans—Social conditions—Juvenile literature.
E184.I8D26 2003

Pellegrini, Angelo M.


214 p.: 24 cm.
Piraino, Emil S.


xii, 434 p.; ill.; 24 cm.
ISBN 0-533-10267-7
1. Piraino, Emil S.--Childhood and youth. 2. Italians--United States--Biography. 3. Immigrants--United States--Biography. 4. Cefalu (Italy)--Social life and customs. I. Title.
E184.I8P5 1992

Scalabrini, Giovanni Battista, 1839-1905.

[Selections. English. 1999]


xxx, 359 p.; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 348-350) and index.

pcc
ISBN 1-57703-008-7 (cloth : alk. paper)
1. America--Emigration and immigration--Religious aspects--Catholic Church. 2. Italy--Emigration and immigration--Religious aspects--Catholic Church. 3. Scalabrini, Giovanni Battista, 1839-1905--Correspondence. 4. Catholic Church--Italy--Bishops--Correspondence. I. Title.
BX1401.S3313 1999

Personal Narratives


Title from home page (viewed on Aug. 18, 2003).

Summary: A collection of more than 12 hours of interviews recorded after the Dec. 7, 1941 bombing of Pearl Harbor and compiled from two separate audio collections: Man on the street (1941) and Dear Mr. President (1942), recorded as part of the Radio Research Project. Includes one essay: "Making and Maintaining the Original Recordings." Also included are biographies of the fieldworkers who conducted and arranged the interviews, complete transcripts of the interviews, related manuscripts, and original disc sleeves. Recordings are indexed by name, location, subject, manuscript title, and recording number. Also searchable by keyword.

Electronic resource: http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.afc/collafc.af000004
1. Pearl Harbor (Hawaii), Attack on, 1941. 2. World War, 1939-1945--Personal narratives, American. I. American Folklife Center. II. Library of Congress. Radio Research Project. III. Title: People speak to the President, or, Dear Mr. President. IV. Title: American people speak on the war. V. Title: Man on the street interviews following the attack on Pearl Harbor.
D767.92
American immigrant autobiographies [microform]. Frederick, MD : University Publications of America, c1989-
<7 > microfilm reels ; 35 mm. (Research collections in American immigration)
"Microfilmed from the holdings of the Immigration History Research Center, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities."
Accompanied by a printed reel guide, compiled by Nanette Dobrosky.
Includes index.
Incomplete contents: pt. 1. Manuscript autobiographies from the Immigration History Research Center, University of Minnesota.
Summary: "A collection of nearly 70 manuscript autobiographies held by the Immigration History Research Center at the University of Minnesota. Most of the authors were immigrants; however, some were first or second generation Americans. Most of the autobiographies are in English. The final 29 autobiographies are drawn from the Finnish-American Family History Collection. Request by reel number"–The Library of Congress Guide to the Microform Collections in the Humanities and Social Sciences Division, online version.
MicRR guide no.: 105-244.
ISBN 1-55655-052-9 (microfilm) : $560.00
Microfilm 90/7013 (E)

Arfwedson, Carl David, 1806-1881.
256 p. : 20 cm.
(OCoLC)12758919 premarc
 I. Title.
PT9730.A7S3

Custer, Elizabeth Bacon, 1842-1933.
[Diary. Selections]
95 p. : col. ill., col. map ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Summary: Presents the diary of the wife of General George Armstrong Custer, focusing on their life on the Great Plains from 1873 to 1876, when Custer and his Seventh Cavalry were clearing the way for the Northern Pacific Railroad and battling Native Americans.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 88-89) and index.
lcac
ISBN 0-7614-1647-1
F594.C947 2004

124
A day in cowboy country: in their own words, cowboys and ranchers from over a dozen states describe one day's work and play / [editor, Bob Ottum]. Greendale, WI: Reiman Publications: Country Books [distributor], c1996.
98 p.: col. ill., maps ; 29 cm.
"With wit and grit and unique personal photos, cowboys and ranchers share a firsthand look at their lives on the range and in the saddle"—Cover.
(OCoLC)35869698 1collcopycat
I. Ottum, Bob, 1947-
F596.D35 1996

xi, 226 p.: ill. : 22 x 28 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. iv).
E184.S2F36 1997

xxiv, 278 p.: ill.: 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [269]-278).
JV6455.F56 1992

Dumas, Firoozeh.
x, 187 p.: ill.: 21 cm.
ISBN 1-40006-040-0 (acid-free paper)
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/random054/2002034921.html
Electronic version: Sample text http://www.loc.gov/catdir/samples/random045/2002034921.html
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/random0413/2002034921.html
E184.I5D86 2003
García, Alma M.

239 p. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 213-228) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip044/2003012016.html
E184.M5G344 2004

Lenovitz, Rose.

81 leaves ; 28 cm.
"May, 1976."
DS135.H93L464 4976

Hoflund, Charles J. (Charles John), 1834-1914.

xvi, 127 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Bibliography: p. 107-121.
Includes index.
E184.S23H564 1989

xxi, 373 p. ; 18 cm.
ISBN 0-451-52698-8
JV6455.I54 1999

126
Johnson, Niel M.


vi, 372 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references.
F549.R7J64 1993


xii, 321 p. illus., maps. 25 cm. (The Pioneer heritage series, v. 6)
Bibliographical footnotes.
F596.L5


301 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
1. Rodman, Gage--Correspondence. 2. World War, 1939-1945--Personal narratives, American. I. Rodman, Gage.
D811.L39 1992

Lowe, James A.


326 p. : ill., maps (1 folded, col.) ; 25 cm. (American trails series ; 19)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [295]-314) and index.
F767.O94L69 1999

Martin, Joseph Plumb, 1760-1850.


96 p. : col. ill., col. maps ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Includes bibliographical references (p. 93-94) and index.
Summary: The diary of a young Connecticut farmer, who fought against the British in the Revolutionary War.

ISBN 0-7614-1014-7 (lib. bdg.)
I. Roop, Connie. II. Roop, Peter. III. Kubinyi, Laszló, 1937- ill. IV. Title. V. Series: In my own words (Benchmark Books (Firm))
E275.M38 2001

Mattson, Hans, 1832-1893.
Minnen, af överste H. Mattson. 2. uppl. Lund, C.W.K. Gleerup [1891]
vi, 369 p. front. (port.) illus. 21 cm.
Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
1. Swedes–United States. 2. India–Description and travel. [from old catalog] I. Title.
E184.S23M4 1891

103 Rosie the riveter stories: as told by real Rosies who served in the work force or who helped through volunteer work during World War II. [Warm Springs, Ga.]: American Rosie the Riveter Association, 2001.
xii, 211 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
Includes index.
Spine title: 103 Rosie stories
(OCoLC)ocm49061385 1ccopycat
D810.W7A17 2001

Ramsfjell, Berit Sagen, 1927-
De fant et nytt hjem : om utvandringen fra Asker til USA fram til 1914 / Berit Sagen Ramsfjell.
Text in Norwegian, some letters in English.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 236-[238]).
(CSIRLIN)MNUGAQ1366-B
ISBN 8290095031
E184.S2R36 1995

Smith, Chet, 1902-
34 leaves. (New York Times oral history program)
Typescript.
Microfilm. Glen Rock, N.J. : Microfilming Corp. of America, c1977. On 1 microfilm reel with other titles ; 35 mm.
Microfilm 49518 (F)

Smith, Ed L.

xv, 239 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
F596.S62 1994

Stewart, Elinore Pruitt, 1878-.

79 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Summary: Presents the diary of a woman who made a life for herself and her daughter by homesteading in Wyoming in the early years of the twentieth century.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 77-78) and index.
Contents: Arrival at Burnt Fork -- Filing a claim -- A busy, happy summer -- A charming adventure -- Sedalia and Regalia -- Zebulon Pike Parker visits his old home -- A happy Christmas -- A confession -- Zebbie's story -- The horse thieves -- A homesteader's marriage and a little funeral -- The adventure of the Christmas tree -- The joys of homesteading -- The efficient Mrs. O'Shaughnessy -- How it happened -- Success.
lcac
F761.S8 2004

Suberman, Stella.

304 p. ; 23 cm.
"A Shannon Ravenel book."
ISBN 1-56512-403-0
D811.5.S9154 2003
Taylor, Susie King, b. 1848.
80 p. : ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Summary: Excerpts from the diary of a woman who served as nurse to a regiment of black soldiers fighting for the Union during the Civil War, including her observations on the treatment of "coloreds" after the war.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 74-75) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip042/2003007088.html
E621.T3T39 2004

Watkins, Samuel R. (Samuel Rush)
[Co. Aytch, or, A side show of the big show and other sketches. Selections]
95 p. : col. ill., col. map ; 24 cm. (In my own words)
Selections from the author's Co. Aytch, or, A side show of the big show and other sketches, originally published: Nashville, Tenn. : Cumberland Presbyterian Pub. House, 1882.
Summary: Excerpts from the diary of a Confederate soldier from Tennessee, describing the battles he fought in during the Civil War.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 87-89) and index.
ISBN 0-7614-1646-3
E579.5 1st.W355 2004

iv, 261 p. ; 22 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 261).
WOMEN REMEMBER THE WAR, 1941-1945 / Michael E. Stevens, editor, Ellen D. Goldlust, assistant editor.
x, 157 p. : ill. : 23 cm. (Voices of the Wisconsin past)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ISBN 0-87020-272-3 (pbk.) : $7.95
IV. Series: Voices of the Wisconsin past.
D810.W7W67 1993

YOUNG, JON L.
2 v. in 1 : ill., ports. : 28 cm.
"1928-1975"–Cover.
(OCoLC)ocm29764669 1ccopycat
1. Eastern High School (Lansing, Mich.)–Personal narratives. 2. Lansing (Mich.)–Schools–Personal narratives. I. Title.
LD7501.M44345Y68 1976

WARS

ADAMS, DAVID P. (DAVID PARRISH)
227 p. : 24 cm. (American university studies. Series IX, History ; v. 93)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [195]-220) and index.
ISBN 0-8204-1284-8
RM666.P35A33 1990

ABRAHAMSON, JAMES L.
xviii, 228 p. : ill. : 23 cm.
"A National Defense University military history."
Includes bibliographical references and index.
S/N 008-020-00947-4
Item 378-H-1
Supt. of Docs. no.: D 5.402:Am 3/2
$6.00
I. National Defense University.  II. Title.
E209.A27 1983

Anderson, Karen, 1947-
198 p. : 22 cm. (Contributions in women's studies ; no. 20 ISSN 0147-104X)
Bibliography: p. [183]-192.
Includes index.
ISBN 0-313-20884-0
1. Women--United States--History--20th century.  2. World War, 1939-1945--Women--United States.  3. World War, 1939-1945--Social aspects--United States.  I. Title.  II. Series: Contributions in women's studies ; no. 20 ISSN 0147-104X.
HQ1420.A65

xxi, 233 p. : ill., maps ; 27 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 203-211) and index.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 203-211) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy037/2002013833.html
D769.85.A7A75 2003

Cooper, Michael L., 1950-
xi, 68 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Summary: Uses firsthand accounts, oral histories, and essays from school newspapers and yearbooks to tell the story of the Japanese Americans who were sent to live in government-run internments camps during World War II.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 64-65) and index.
ISBN 0-618-06778-7 (alk. paper)
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hm021/2002002745.html
D769.8.A6C67 2002
**Bird, William L.**  
vii, 111 p.: ill. (some col.); 21 x 23 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 104-107).  
ISBN 1-56898-140-6 (pbk.: alk. paper)  
D743.25.B57 1998

**Buchanan, Albert Russell,** 1906-  
ix, 148 p.: 24 cm.  
Bibliography: p. 135-140.  
Includes index.  
ISBN 0-87436-227-6  
D810.N4B82

**Brandt, Nat.**  
xxv, 277 p.: 24 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 233-264) and index.  
F128.68.H3B65 1996

**Chin, Steven A.,** 1959-  
When justice failed: the Fred Korematsu story / by Steven A. Chin; Alex Haley, general editor; illustrations by David Tamura. Austin, Tex.: Raintree Steck-Vaughn, c1993.  
105 p.: ill.: 21 cm. (Stories of America)  
Summary: Relates the life and experiences of the Japanese American who defied the order of internment during World War II and took his case as far as the Supreme Court.  
LC call no.  
D769.8.A6C4 1993
Davis, Daniel S.
166 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes index.
Summary: Discusses the forced internment of Japanese Americans in camps following the attack on Pearl Harbor, their way of life there, and their eventual assimilation into society following the war.
leac
ISBN 0-525-26320-9
D769.8.A6D38 1982

Ellzey, Belle Green, 1894-
Dear Mom; letters to a gold star mother. [Newburgh, N.Y.?] A.F. Pater Co. [c1946]
vi, 92 p.
(OCoLC)4982033 premarc
1. World War, 1939-1945--Personal narratives, American. I. Title.
D811.E6

viii, 200 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
D796.5.U6E93 1997

25 microfilm reels : 35 mm. (Black studies research sources: microfilms from major archival and manuscript collections)
Accompanied by printed reel guide.
MicRR guide no.: 105-107.
ISBN 0-89093-741-9
Microfilm 86/100 (E)
Cooper, Michael L., 1950-
118 p. : ill., map ; 26 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. 109-114) and index.
Summary: Examines the history of Japanese in the United States, focusing on their treatment during World War II, including the mass relocation to internment camps and the distinguished service of Japanese Americans in the American military.
ISBN 0-395-91375-6
Related electronic resource: Publisher's description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/hm021/00026855.html
D769.8.A6C66 2000

Gettings, Jack.
131 p. : ill. : 22 cm.
"A tribute to the 50th anniversary of V-E Day, May 7, 1945"--P. 4 of cover.
ISBN 0-938041-60-6
D811.G496 1995

364 p. : ill. : 23 cm.
Includes index.
D810.N4I58 1987

Levine, Ellen.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [252]-254) and index.
1c
Lingeman, Richard R.


viii, 400 p.; 23 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [369]-374) and index.
pcc
ISBN 1-56025-465-3 (alk. paper)
E806.L568 2003


xiii, 310 p.; ill.; 24 cm.
"Selected readings": p. [291]-298.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/texas051/2004024343.html
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip052/2004024343.html
1. Mexican Americans--Social conditions--20th century. 2. United States--Social conditions--1933-1945. 3. United States--Race relations. 4. World War, 1939-1945--Social aspects--United States. I. Rivas-Rodríguez, Maggie. II. Title: Mexican Americans and World War II.
E184.M5M513 2005

Neiwert, David A., 1956-


280 p.; 25 cm.
Includes bibliographical references (p. [273]-275) and index.
Sakurai, Gail.  
48 p. : ill. (some col.), col. maps ; 25 cm. (Cornerstones of freedom. Second series)  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 46) and index.  
Summary: Discusses the mass relocation of thousands of Japanese Americans during World War II, profiling individuals such as Daniel Inouye, Yoshiko Uchida, and George Takei.  
 lcac  
ISBN 0-516-22276-7  
I. Title.  II. Series: Cornerstones of freedom. Second series.  

Tunnell, Michael O.  
74 p. : ill. ; 27 cm.  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 71) and index.  
Summary: The diary of a third-grade class of Japanese-American children being held with their families in an internment camp during World War II.  
 lcac  
ISBN 0-8234-1239-3  
I. Chilcoat, George W.  II. Title.  
D769.8.A6T86 1996  

Welch, Catherine A.  
48 p. : ill., map ; 20 x 22 cm. (Picture the American past)  
Includes bibliographical references (p. 45-46) and index.  
Summary: Explores the experiences of Japanese American children who were moved with their families to relocation centers during World War II, looking at school, meals, sports, and other aspects of camp life.  
ISBN 1-57505-350-0  
I. Title.  II. Series: Picture the American past.  
D769.8.A6W45 2000
Immigration Studies

Aarim-Heriot, Najia.
xiv, 289 p. ; 24 cm. (The Asian American experience)
Includes bibliographical references (p. [261]-275) and index.
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/fy035/2002005249.html
E184.C5A17 2003

xxi, 457 p. ; 23 cm.
ISBN 0-8229-5490-7 (alk. paper)
1. United States--Emigration and immigration--History. 2. United States--Emigration and immigration--Biography.
3. Immigrants--United States--Biography. I. Morrison, Joan. II. Zabusky, Charlotte Fox.
JV6455.A82 1992

Benson, Sonia.
2 v. : ill. ; 24 cm. (U. S. immigration and migration reference library)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
peclac
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0414/2003027833.html
1. United States--Emigration and immigration--Juvenile literature. 2. Immigrants--United States--Juvenile literature.
JV6450.B46 2004

138
Deiler, John Hanno, 1849- [from old catalog].
   Die europäische einwanderung nach den Vereinigten Staaten von 1820 bis 1896 ...
   New Orleans, La., Im selbstverlage, 1897.
   2 p. 1, 32 p. 24 cm.
   Older cataloging–this version may be incomplete.
   1. United States–Emigration and immigration. [from old catalog]  I. Title.
   E184.A1D3

Ernst, Robert, 1915-
   xvi, 331 p. 22 cm. (Empire State historical publications, 37)
   (OCoLC)477747 premarc
   F128.9.A1E7 1965

Hoff, Rhoda, comp.
   xiii, 156 p. 25 cm.
   Summary: Letters, poems, advertisements, diaries, documents, and publications tell the story of immigrants of many nationalities as they adjusted to life throughout the United States, from 1784-1966.
   lcac
   E184.A1H6

   289 p. ; 24 cm.
   Includes bibliographical references and index.
   (DLC) 96531621
   1. Immigrants–United States–Biography.  2. United States–Emigration and immigration–Psychological aspects.
   3. Americanization.  4. Assimilation (Sociology)  I. Elovitz, Paul H.  II. Kahn, Charlotte, 1928-
   JV6455.I53 1997

A l'ombre de la statue de la Liberté. English.
   x, 320 p. ; 23 cm.
   Translation of: A l'ombre de la statue de la Liberté.
70 p. ; 19 cm.
pcc
ISBN 2-86744-482-9
1. Ellis Island Immigration Station (N.Y. and N.J.)--History. 2. United States--Emigration and immigration--History.
3. Immigrants--United States--Biography. I. Title.
JV6484.P47 1995

96 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (Immigrants in America)
Summary: Presents the original documents used as source material for the Immigrants in America series, including letters to and from immigrants as well as excerpts from books and other writings.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
Contents: Introduction: Italians in America -- "Where I find bread, there is my country" -- "No poor" and "very few crimes" -- Reports of the Irish potato famine -- Atlantic crossing -- Deceived into coming to America -- The lure of cheap land -- Fleeing war and genocide -- Overcoming racism -- Greedy about life again -- Rafting to freedom.
lcac pcc
ISBN 1-59018-009-7 (alk. paper)
1. Immigrants--United States--Juvenile literature. 2. United States--Emigration and immigration--Juvenile literature.
JV6450.T67 2002

Steiner, Dale R.
ix, 259 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
E184.A1S798 1987

xxxi, 232 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. (U.S. immigration and migration reference library)
Includes bibliographical references and index.
pcc
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip0415/2004003553.html
1. United States--Emigration and immigration--History--Sources--Juvenile literature. I. Outman, James L., 1946-
JV6460.U5 2004

142
Wright, Giles R.

The journey from home / by Giles R. Wright. Trenton : New Jersey Historical Commission, Dept. of State, c1986.

79 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. (New Jersey ethnic life series ; 2)
Bibliography: p. 73-76.
ISBN 0-89743-067-0
JV6450.W745 1986

Yanish, Nat.


109 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-9606352-0-3 (pbk.) : $3.95
I. Title.
HX84.Y36A35 1981

Yu, Noli DelaCruz.


167 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
ISBN 0-9637113-0-X : $10.95
E184.A1Y9 1993

Miscellaneous


3477 microfiches : ill. ; 11 x 15 cm.
Title derived from guide.
Titles selected by Herbert Mitchell.
Includes bibliographical references.
Includes index.
Summary: "An extensive collection of trade catalogs dating from the 19th and 20th centuries. The illustrations generally appear with greater clarity than does the text. Many catalogs pre-date the Civil War although post-war industrialization and production steadily expanded the use of the illustrated trade catalog as a means of advertising for the building supplies industry. Architects, builders and homeowners could consult the catalogs for products that would increase their comfort and convenience as well as enhance the aesthetics of their homes. The collection would well serve the historian and the restorer"–The Library of Congress Guide to the Microform Collections in the Humanities and Social Sciences Division, online version.
MicRR guide no.: 105-232.
ISBN 1-55655-202-5 (microfiche) : $9,950.00
Microfiche 90/8091 (H)

Berrol, Selma Cantor.
  x, 184 p. : 24 cm.
  Includes bibliographical references (p. [177]-180) and index.
  Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/review/hrev-a0a8s7-aa
F128.9.A1B42 1997

Chauncey, George.
  xi, 478 p. : ill. : 25 cm.
  Includes bibliographical references (p. [365]-457) and index.
  ISBN 0-465-02633-8 : $25.00 ($33.50 Can.)
HQ76.2.U52N53 1994

  3 v. : ill. : 29 cm.
  Includes bibliographical references and index.
  Review: "Authored by community-based researchers and academics, the articles in this set treat various aspects of LGBT history, culture, politics, and society in America. Some 550 entries cover workplace movements, Queer Nation, fashion and clothing, coming out and outing, family issues, health care and clinics, and federal law and policy. Also included are more than 200 biographies, 230 photographs, a 400-year chronology of LGBT history, and an appendix of repositories in the United States and Canada."—"Reference that rocks," American Libraries, May 2005.
  At head of title: LGBT
  pcc
  Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip047/2003017434.html
HQ76.3.U5E53 2004
Johnson, David K.
xii, 277 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Includes bibliographical references and index.
ppc
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/uchicago052/2003009138.html
Related electronic resource: Contributor biographical information http://www.loc.gov/catdir/bios/uchicago051/2003009138.html
Related electronic resource: Book review (H-Net) http://www.h-net.org/rev/hrev-a0d6z4-aa
Electronic version: Table of contents http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip043/2003009138.html
JK723.H6J64 2004

Loughery, John.
xviii, 509 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
"A John Macrae book."
Includes bibliographical references (p. 450-477) and index.
HQ76.2.U5L68 1998

Sloane, Eric.
123 p. : ill. ; 24 cm.
Related electronic resource: Publisher description http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/dover033/2002041560.html
E161.S53 2003
Searching for Information on the Internet

There is a good deal of information on daily life in America to be found on the free Internet. However, using standard Internet search engines such to find this information can sometimes be difficult, because search engines use keywords instead of standardized subject headings to locate relevant websites. There are many additional avenues for locating information on these topics:

1. **Full-text archives**: *American Memory* (from the Library of Congress; http://memory.loc.gov/) and *The Making of America* (two separate online archives from the University of Michigan and Cornell University; http://www.hi.umich.edu/m/maagrp/ and http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/) provide digitized primary source materials related to American history. *American Memory* includes both published and non-book materials (such as photographs and sound recordings) from the colonial period to the present, while the *Making of America* sites consist of full-text reproductions of American books and periodicals from the 19th century. Both have site-specific keyword search engines. There are other digital archives with information organized by region, state, or topic. Some examples are given below:

   a. **Region**: *Documenting the American South* ( http://docsouth.unc.edu/ ); Library of Western Fur Trade Historical Source Documents ( http://www.xmission.com/~drudy/mtman/mnarch.html )
   b. **State**: *Digitized Connecticut History Books* ( http://www.quinnipiac.edu/x6776.xml ); *The Kansas Collection* ( http://www.kancoll.org/ )

2. **American history site directories and virtual reference shelves**: The Humanities and Social Sciences Division of the Library of Congress maintains an annotated virtual reference shelf dubbed "Alcove 9"; the U.S. History section of Alcove 9 ( http://www.loc.gov/rr/main/alcove9/ushist.html ) includes links to many of the websites described in here. Public and academic libraries also maintain virtual reference shelves with an emphasis on American history, e.g. Multnomah County Library ( http://www.multicolib.org/homework/amshthc.html ). Many private individuals have created subject-specific site directories, such as The American West (originally created by Western history enthusiast Bengt Lindblad; http://www.americanwest.com/ ).

3. **Educational websites**: The educational publishing firm Scholastic provides a large collection of links to free online resources for K-12 educators at http://teacher.scholastic.com/ ; relevant examples include *From Homemaker to Shipbuilder* (women on the American home front during World War II; http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/wwii/ahf/reilly/ ). Anti-Slavery International sponsors *Breaking the Silence: Learning About the Transatlantic Slave Trade*, an online collection of teaching resources and external links on such subjects as North American plantation life and slave sales and auctions ( http://www.antislavery.org/breakingthesilence/ ). *Farm and Daily Life* is
an example (from Ontario, Canada) of a personal website created and maintained by a teacher, and providing numerous external links (http://www.eagle.ca/~matink/themes/Pioneers/farm.html).

4. **Online exhibits**: Offered by museums, libraries, and academic institutions, online exhibits often include images, narrative descriptions, and bibliographic references to materials on American daily life and culture. For example, the Smithsonian Institution maintains a list of links to online exhibits and other resources on American social and cultural history available on its website at http://www.si.edu/resource/faq/nmah/. The Balch Institute of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania has a number of online exhibits, including *Freedom for Some: The Japanese American Internment Experience* (http://www2.hsp.org/exhibits/Balch%20resources/internment/html/intro_page.html) and *Destination U.S.A.* (digitized documents related to steamship passages to America; http://www.hsp.org/default.aspx?id=60). An online exhibit on Pioneer Asian Indian Immigration to the Pacific Coast (http://www.sikhpioneers.org/) offers historical photographs, bibliography, and numerous external links.

5. **Genealogy websites**: Genealogy site directories such as Cyndi's List (http://www.cyndislist.com/) can often be "mined" for links to digitized books, diaries, letters, and other first-person accounts of daily life in America. Examples of such sites include Tracing Mormon Pioneers (from genealogical researcher Bill Nelson; http://www.xmission.com/~nelsonb/pioneer.htm), with online transcriptions of various published emigration narratives; and the Mardos Memorial Library of On-Line Books and Maps (transcriptions of books from the library of genealogical researcher Pam Reitsch; http://www.memoriallibrary.com/).